CALL OF CTHULHU

The new hardback edition of Call of Cthulhu contains all of the information players and gamesmasters need to enter a world of Gothic horror in the true Lovecraft tradition, as well as eight full-colour illustrations and all of the information previously published separately in the Cthulhu Companion.

£12.95

KINGS & THINGS

Kings & Things* is quite literally the fantasy game with everything but the kitchen sink. And if we could have figured a way to do it... There’s so much we could tell you about Kings & Things*, like how it has keeps and castles & heroes & the anchorage & everything! But why spoil all the surprises? Just send off for a copy and find some friends to play it with. Boy, are you going to have fun!

£12.95

WARLOCK OF FIRETOP MOUNTAIN

Based on the astonishingly successful Fighting Fantasy gamebook, Steve Jackson’s Warlock of Firetop Mountain is a truly great game that can be enjoyed by 2-6 players. You won’t need a degree in calculus to understand the rules, but even the most sophisticated gamers will find hours of enjoyment stalking the dungeons in search of glory.

£12.95

STATUE OF THE SORCERER/ VANISHING CONJURER

Two new adventures in one Call of Cthulhu sanity-blasting package. The Statue of the Sorcerer: a strange parchment and a mysterious death lead to even stranger goings-on in San Francisco. The Vanishing Conjurer: can the investigators pose as stage magicians and infiltrate the Inner Brotherhood of Magicians?

£4.95

TALISMAN THE ADVENTURE

Over 60 new Character, Spell & Adventure cards for the Talisman game. What’s more, we’ve also added 6 Character Sheets that allow you to keep track of cards, gold and abilities easily & neatly, plus 5 alternative endings that will keep players in suspense until the very last turn of the game.

£4.95

MONSTER PAINT SET

Nine scintillating new paints, carefully selected to enhance any collection of monsters, and to give the experienced painter some superb tones for blending & highlighting. Supplied in a moulded plastic tray which doubles as a water dish, palette and brush holder! Citadel paints combine fine pigmentation, fast drying and smoothness to make them the ideal paints for any miniatures artist.

£5.95

BEST OF WHITE DWARF ARTICLES III

The very best articles that appeared in White Dwarf in 1982 & 1983, all collected into one volume, for the measly price of £2.50! Included are such classics as The Town Planner series, Zen & the Art of Adventure Gaming (Samurai rules for RuneQuest II), The Necromancer NPC, The Best of Fiend Factory and much, much more!

£2.50

CAVERNS

The latest addition to Games Workshop’s highly-acclaimed Dungeon Floor Plans series of roleplaying game aids, Caverns takes the adventure into a new dimension. Designed for use with 25mm figures, the 12 sheets of A4 sized full-colour cavern plans provide the ideal play-aid for adventures in caves and tunnels.

£3.95
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by supplying characters with 'non-
weapon proficiency slots' which can be
filled with an assortment of secondary
skills. Carrying out actions such as sail-
ing a boat down a fast-moving river or
gem-cutting (to improve its value) are
now possible, providing the character
has the relevant skill. A skill system is
something AD&D has lacked for a long
time, and it is good to see that this one it
fits smoothly and easily into the game.

As well as supplying numerous new
proficiencies, DSG also clarifies many of
AD&D's grey areas. Rules are now pro-
vided to cover amongst other things, how
well non-thieves climb walls and trees,
how far characters can leap across
chasms and how long characters can
hold their breath underwater. While most
groups will have made their own rules
up for such activities it's nice to see
something in print at last.

Players who are weary of
underground adventures will find a lot to
make them change their minds, for
dungeon adventures will never be the
same again. Doug Niles has created a
sourcebook that proves that underground
adventures can be a lot more than simply
killing the monster and grabbing its
treasure. Now natural hazards such as
cave-ins, floods and underground
streams, poisonous gases, volcanoes and
the lack of oxygen have all to be dealt
with by adventurers venturing below the
surface. And the underground has been
transformed from a bleak and dirty
dungeon to an exciting and intriguing
underground fairyland. Many different
types of cavern are described, as well as
how player characters may enter them
and what they may find there. The
history and relationships of the
underground races are also well covered.

How to run interesting underground
campaigns is discussed in great detail, it
includes lots of sound advice on how to
set up a campaign, how to effectively run
multiple plotlines and contains plenty of
tips on how to pace a campaign for max-
imum suspense and enjoyment. Here we
have Doug's years of gaming experience
set out for all to see and benefit from.
This is certainly one of the best discus-
sions of how to design adventures and
campaigns to have appeared, and it is
relevant for any campaign above or
below ground - referees of other game
systems will also find much of interest
here.

_Dungeoneer's Survival Guide_ is an
elegant product which opens many new
and exciting opportunities to adventurers
everywhere. Don't be put off by the title
- DSG contains plenty for the even the
most adamant of wilderness adventurers.
Buy a copy. You won't be disappointed.

Jim Bambran
Let’s not hang about here. Orbusters is absolutely ridiculous, stupid, silly, childish and preposterous.

And I love it.

(That’s all very well, but if it’s so good shouldn’t you tell us all a little more about it?)

Oh, alright then, but I warn you, I can’t bring myself to give away all the salient points of the plot.

If the readers want that much detail they’ll just have to buy the thing. OK?

(Again. Just give us some clues about why you like it.)

If I must I must.

Like all Paranoia modules, there are a few clues to its content in the title and packaging. I must admit it, this thing looks like a module for one of those dreadful fairy game things, all pouring orcs waving their weapons in the air. The security clearance notice threatens to curse you if you read what’s written on the back.

The introductory note mentions of strangely nostalgic things like cloud giants, fireballs, fifteen red dragons in a 10x10 room.

Oh dear, I’m getting a bad feeling about this one... Let’s start reading. Oh oh! ‘It’s another boring day-cycle at SPI Outfitting and Supply... everyone in SPI sector has been transferred to TSK sector except you...’

Oh look, I can’t keep this up any longer. Orbusters is a Paranoia module that takes the, er, proverbial out of a certain famous fantasy game (carefully referred to throughout as Other Game®). These three wizards and a lizzardman are accidentally transferred over into Alpha Complex’s dimension and proceed to run around delivering fireballs, protection shields and some wacky gamma jogging to all and sundry. Guess what the Troubleshooters have to do? Yep, send ‘em back or sort ‘em out! There, I said it.

Of course, taking fantasy gaming as a theme opens the flood gates for all kinds of gratuitous fund at the hobby’s expense, and why not? Within the lurid green covers of this adventure you will find nothing but aren’tion, putrescent animals, Great and Costikyan trademark). Funnily enough, there’s only a single adventure’s title. If you really want orcs in Paranoia you’re gonna have to wait for another adventure.

Ken Rolston, the certifiable author of this major masterpiece, was a designer for TSR. He certainly used this adventure to get it all out of his system - he doesn’t let slip a single opportunity to squeeze yet another brain-wrenching joke out of his material. But he does this while still maintaining a plot so creaky it ought to be a door in Call of Cthulhu. This adventure, I think, would be an ideal introduction to Paranoia for any mild-mannered fantasy gaming group - as long as you invite me along to watch you run it so I can see their faces! Whether you want to play it or just read it, I would suggest that you buy this adventure packet and see where it leads you. Go on, treat yourself before the manufacturers of Other Game® slap an injunction on it! Brilliant!

How was that, boss? (Terrible. Marc, terrible.)

Marc Gascoigne

Roleplaying Adventure - Call of Cthulhu

Games Workshop £4.95

Hmmm, I must admit I approached this one with a bit of trepiduous adventures for Call of Cthulhu from GW were rather cheap and cheerful, and hardly major products. It’s with a sigh of relief, therefore, that I can report that this double-pack is very good indeed. From the eye-catching Lee Gibbons covers to the tasty card-stock handouts the whole pack radiates class, and at a very good price. So what do you get for your money? Well, CoC adventures, the second of which is guaranteed to become a classic, presented back-to-back in a 76-page book including 16 pages of hand-outs in the middle.

The shorter of the two adventures, The Vanishing Conjuror, comes from the pens of two writers called Mike Lewis and Simon Price, neither of whom I had heard of before. It’s set in London in the early ‘20s, and starts with the investigators being called to discover the whereabouts of a young stage magician who has vanished. To do this they must penetrate a sinister Magic Circle-like organisation called the Inner Brotherhood of Magicians, by actually posing as prospective magicians. One of the optional rules actually allows the players to pretend real tickets to the keeper at an audition, and there are several suitable tricks in an appendix! Once inside the Brotherhood the team have their work cut out for them finding the missing conjurer who normally comes in the role of the Magician who finally come in the role of the Magician who finally come in the role of the Magician who finally come in the role of the Magician who finally come in the role of the Magician who finally come in the role of the Magician.

It’s The Statue of the Sorcerer, by sometime WD writers Chris Elliott and Richard Edwards, though, that really makes this package worthwhile. Set in San Francisco in 1925, the case revolves around the mysterious death of a private investigator. The investigators are contacted by Dashiel Hammett (yes, the author) who brings with him several strange clues and a rather worrying case. The trail leads to another magical society, though this one appears to be merely a way for its owner, one Cloud Weirismann, to fleece superstitious old women of their money. What is the mysterious Mr Weirismann really up to? Find out that and the case is solved!

The plot runs between a good mix of research and action, with many very subtle leads requiring some careful thought by the investigators. Everything is handled with a subtlety I’ve not seen in a CoC adventure for some time, and in a way that rewards intelligent deduction and penalises the usual blundering idiocies of poorer players. There are some innovations in the adventure too - for a start it doesn’t have any stats in it, which I found really peculiar, though as it says in its introduction, you really don’t need them. I thoroughly enjoyed this adventure and, more importantly, so did my players, though they were challenged to the limit of their abilities by some sections. The Statue of the Sorcerer will hopefully be recognised for what it is: a classic adventure, and I implore Games Workshop to produce a sequel featuring Magda You-know-who as soon as they can.

Richard Meadows

market, but it’s been well worth the wait. Kings & Things® (the asterisk stands for a ridiculous list of the entire contents of the game - Kings & Wizards & Dragons & Elves & Swords & Swamps & so on and on) is the latest product to emerge from the cracked mind of Tom Wham, infamous throughout the gaming world as the designer of classic games like Sun's Revenge and Awful Green Things From Outer Space. While this game is very similar to a lot of other fantasy games, it is all rather wonderful.

The scene for Kings & Things® is the magical land of Kagoo. In Kagoo there are many strange creatures and strange peculiar magical fields. But, but - where's the board? Ah, I see, you build the board from those pretty hex tiles so every game is different - guess it is a weird place, isn't it? So, having shuffly fed up your swamps and deserts and forests and such like, and laid them out in a very impressive hexagon shape, you and the other three players grab one of the corners each, and start to build your own little empire.

At first, of course, you don't have much land at all, and very few troops and gold pieces to call your own. So what do you do? You put on your pith helmet and go and explore the surrounding lands, each of which holds several terrifying face-down chips! Weapons cooked and ready, hardly dashing you breathe, you skip deliberately forward into the jungle, swamp or wherever, wincing as someone behind you treads on a twig, perhaps, and creep carefully up to the chits - and flip 'em! It could be just about anything: treasure, a really goozy magazine - or a monster. Usually, of course, it's monsters, and you have to bash the hell out of them before you can control the hex - which is a pity, because on first sight some of the critters look rather cute. It means how could you bring yourself to bash in a baby dragon, flying squirrel or a walrus?Mind you, there are some really vicious nasties out there too - rocs, giants, even winged piranhas.

Once you've got your new hexes you immediately start earning money from them, which really helps, as Kings & Things® is won by the first person to build a massive fortified citadel, and of course these cost money. So, the more hexes you have, the more money you get, and the closer your kingdom gets to being the first in Kagoo to have its own prestigious southside cultured development. Except, of course, everyone else is also trying to grab as many hexes as they can, which is where your real problems begin, and where much of the entertainment of the game lies.

Of course, there are little details which I haven't mentioned. Like the random events which can deliver the dreaded Teenieepox or a Good Harvest, the Dark Plague or the Big Jujju ('No, you can't cry, 'anything but the Big Jujju!'). Like the special characters who you can try and recruit to your army by the noble act of waving large amounts of money under their noses! The special magic items, the advanced income generators (gold mines, diamond fields, pea-bogs - you know the sort of thing), the cities and villages. I'm not going to tell you any more about these because I'd rather you found out for yourself.

So, as far as play is concerned, Kings & Things® is one hell of a great game - fan, easy to pick up and play, but tremendously entertaining no matter how many times you play it - and I must admit I've played it rather a lot ever since I got the review copy. Kings & Things® is very flashy, with great cartoon-y pieces and all those pretty hexy terrain tiles. The rules are fairly clear (and very amusing, for they're dotted with silly asides about Kagoo throughout, including a ridiculous timeline on the back), and the middle pages pull out for a handy reference section in play. Even the dice are nice - rather a rarity these days, I'm sorry to say! Kings & Things® is the result of a transatlantic collaboration between wonderful West End Games and good old Games Workshop (well, I have to be nice 'cos this is their magazine), and between them they've come up trumps with this little cracker. Let's hope they do it again soon! Now if you'll just excuse me, I've got this rather dubious bit of swamp to explore...

Robert Neville
CA2 - SWORDS OF DECEIT
Roleplaying Adventure - AD&D
TSR £5.95

CA2 is the second module produced for use with the Lankhmar - City of Adventure AD&D campaign pack, and consists of three magazine-sized adventures linked only by the common setting. As well as the 40-page scenario booklet, the package includes five pre-generated characters and a copy of the full-colour city map, this time with the main sewers added. More of them later.

The cover of the module claims it's for 4-5 characters of levels 10-15. Don't believe it; I guess this was done so that Fafhrd and the Grey Mouser could be used, but all the pre-generated characters are levels 7-10 which does rather give the true game away. I have a sneaking suspicion that American-produced modules are written with a few levels of slack in them, so that it's possible to take the Rambo™ approach... Ho hum.

The first scenario, *The Curse of Valmar*, is a strong tale about skeletons in the closet coming home to roost, with a mini-dungeon which is slightly hackneyed and a bit too helpful. The distant ancestor has considerably equipped his tomb with a book which explains the whole story in big letters - you know the sort of thing. There are some very nice touches, one of which could have sustained the characters for some time, and for once there could be lasting repercussions.

The second scenario, Return of the Rats, is a sequel to the story *Swords of Lankhmar*, and is excellent. Fafhrd and the Grey Mouser go missing, and the Overlord recruits Our Heroes to investigate. It's a good scenario first, as it has a better getting-the-party-together scene than the stock 'you are in a tavern when...' As might be expected, this is where the sewer map comes into play. It was a little disappointing though - a series of straight lines drawn over the city map to link the encounter areas, with no regard to the streets and buildings above. I'm not totally convinced about having two major sewers discharging into the Royal Docks... Apart from this, the adventure is very good. Not one for the hack-and-slay brigade, but with some marvellous role-playing opportunities and some nice NPC characterisation.

One Night in Lankhmar was my favourite out of the three. It starts in a gambling den, which is fully detailed and highly re-usable. There are a couple of glitches, such as the ball-baiting pit which is 5 feet across ('bullet' hitting, perhaps?) and the lack of a map reference in the text (it's Map VII), but on the whole it's a useful stock location. After the opening scenes here, the middle section is a bit shaky - again, the author is too generous with the clues - but it builds into an ending which is an absolute belter. No matter where your players have been or what they've done, they will never, ever forget this one. They'll probably never work out what's going on, either. The whole thing is beautifully set up to leave them with the uneasy feeling that they've just climbed the edge of something really big. A creative DM could spin off a few adventures by letting the players try to piece the whole thing together - they're bound to want to especially if anyone has played *Call of Cthulhu*.

All in all, *Swords of Deceit* is very good, providing three or four evenings of entertaining play for an experienced DM with a group who are used to demanding and thoughtful adventures with the accent on role-playing. I stress the need for an experienced DM, since the stories are complex and need careful handling, and there are a few glitches which need ironing out. Obviously, it's geared to the Lankhmar campaign setting, but there is no real reason why it couldn't be used without it if the DM is prepared to put in some extra preparation work. If you've got *Lankhmar - City of Adventure*, this module is strongly recommended. If you haven't, it's still worth a look - it might even convince you to try the campaign pack. And if anyone at TSR is reading this, please do a poster of the cover - it's the best I've seen for ages!

Graeme Davis

SKYREALMS OF JORUNE
Roleplaying Game
Skyrealms Pubs. £19.95

New fantasy roleplaying games are not so thick on the ground these days, thank goodness, for those that are released need to be something special to survive in an already-crowded marketplace. Skyrealms of Jorune has that certain something which will, I believe, enable it to hold its own against all those games we have already taken to our hearts.

The package comes as a boxed set of three rule books – A Player Manual, Sholari (GM's) Book, and Tauther Guide (a sourcebook on Jorune for everyone to use). The set also comes with a short booklet containing a beginning campaign setting, 'The Skyrealm Kolowisonna', and a sheaf of ref character sheets (no dice for some reason, but I don't think anyone will be buying this game as their first RPG in any case). The Player Manual is the one to turn to first, as usual, where the history of the place is revealed. The planet Jorune is populated by the remnants of an old colony of star-faring settlers from Earth, which first arrived three and a half thousand years ago. Over the centuries their civilisation has degenerated, and they have inbred and integrated with the many alien lifeforms on the planet. Most of the colony's technology has been lost, save for the core of their cache of the stuff which is dug up from old colony sites and which now requires a king's ransom to own. In its absence, some humans have acquired psychic powers, indistinguishable from magic, which are known as Isho. Those who practice Isho, the Muadra, have gradually become smaller than normal humans, while others - has grown in height and become somehow less than humans.

Player characters start as one of the three human types, working through the Player Manual in the usual way. The game shares some of the nicer aspects of *RuneQuest*, while adding some neat little devices of its own. Some of the rules explaining skills need thinking about before the penny drops about what's supposed to happen, but on the whole the system is sleek and eminently suitable.

What really gives *Jorune* its reason for existing, though, is its setting. The planet is a fascinating place, with something of the intricate and intriguing atmosphere of *Tékumel* from that forgotten masterpiece *Empire of the Petal Throne*. On *Jorune*, every adventuring has an adventure set for them to travel to the nearest city and declare themselves willing to become citizens. This isn't so easy, as candidates must pass a great many adventuring tests before they are accepted. This quest for citizenship is the basis of the experience system, giving the players instant goals and fine reasons for adventuring at the same time. Right from the start you feel you've plunged head first into a real alien world, with all the intricacies that involves.

Adventuring around the planet can be utterly captivating one moment and terrifying the next. The skyrealms themselves - gigantic areas of land which hang suspended above the earth and hold many ancient secrets from the days before they separated from the surface - are fascinating places, and the are many different stories which are told about the many lands of Jorune. Some of the many examples include the clean, insect-like war-scorers from the northern ice-fields; the ancient, all-wise and disturbingly faceless and scholarly thistle; the savage crugar and woffen, and many more. Each intelligent race is given as much attention as the humans - these are realistic, intelligent beings, not the usual fantasy game canon-nodder (most are far more dangerous than any mere humans, in any case!). At this point I must also say that *Jorune* is decorated with some of the most stunning pieces of artwork that a roleplaying game, artwork which adds to the strong feeling of an alternative reality that runs throughout the game. Take a look at the portraits of the constellations, which are excellent, and just know that, on *Jorune*, these beings really do live!

The human races of Jorune live mostly in the lands of Burdloth near the centre of the planet, and this area is covered in great detail even than in the *Solarii* Guide by the first supplement for the game, *Companion Jorune: Burdloth* (£7.95). The 64-page book covers every corner of the humans' domain, detailing each province in turn and providing a fine base for a first campaign. It is distinctly lacking in specific adventures though - even fewer suggestions based on a Sholari is still going to have to put in some serious work before play can start. *Burdloth* is not essential to play by any means, though it is very interesting in its own right, and features more examples of that wonderful artwork!

All in all, *Skyrealm of Jorune* is a worthwhile addition to the gaming field. Apart from a distinct need for GM handouts, a better design beforehand, and a lack of introductory adventures, it has few faults, and these are outweighed, to my mind, by the depth of detail on the truly fascinating background. It will form a major by-leege system along the lines of *D&D* or *RQ*, but there will be many people only too willing to lose themselves in the culture of Jorune, to spend time in tothos, trying to get their chaliskis and become Dreen.

Robert Neville
And you can win a copy!
* 50 Copies of Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay to give away!
* 500 runner-up prizes!

Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay will be published in November, and you can win a copy by entering the Great WFRP Competition. There are 50 brand new copies of the latest Games Workshop role-playing game, Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay, waiting to be delivered by the speedy Mail Order trolls. If your name is at the bottom of one of the first 50 correct entries that are pulled out of the hat/tack/whatever - you win a copy of the quite staggering Chaos-soaked and doom-laden Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay hardback book.

Or, if you can't quite manage to be one of the lucky 50, the next 500 winners will each receive a WFRP voucher worth £3 (more than a 20% discount) when used to buy a copy of the game, which will normally be £14.95. Easy, eh?

Well, not quite. All you have to do - other than tell us your name and address - is answer the ever-so-easy-to-get-right question below, and do this before 17 October 1986 - which is when your entry must have arrived to be put in the hat/tack/whatever. This is so simple even a White Dwarf editor could get it right. Just match up the game with the company that produces it. If you think that Skyrealms of Jorune is produced by Skyrealms Pubs then your answer would be 1. D. There is one free answer!

BUT before you rush off and match up all the bits, it's only fair to tell you that two of the games listed are produced by one company. This means that one of the letters will get used twice. Hmmm, cunning, you say - and you're right!

1. Skyrealms of Jorune
2. Bushido
3. Traveller
4. RuneQuestIII
5. Paranoia
6. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles & Other Strangeness
7. Dr Who
8. Ghostbusters
9. Judge Dredd
10. Dungeons & Dragons

A. TSR
B. Palladium
C. GDW
D. Skyrealms Pubs
E. Games Workshop
F. West End Games
G. PASA
H. Avalon Hill
I. Mayfair
J. The Chaosium
K. FCG

1.D 2... 3... 4... 5... 6... 7... 8... 9... 10... 11...

Simple, as we told you. As a final tie-breaker, you should guess your own name and write what you think is the answer in the coupon below, along with where you believe you live. Thank you for your co-operation.

After you have crayoned in your answers (like the Dwarf staff did when we tested this out) all you need to do is cut this page out of your copy of White Dwarf, fold it up as shown on the little dotted lines overleaf, and use the resulting bit of origami as a prepaid envelope. Of course, after you have done this, you will have a used White Dwarf, so you'll just have to go out and buy another one... There's method in our madness.

Ooop! Nearly forgot. The Mail Order Trolls are a frugal (but sordid) bunch. They have decreed that the WFRP prepaid envelope can also be used to send in orders for other goodies (as well as a wonderful, brand spanking new copy of WFRP). All you need to do for this is to tear out page 13 and fold it up inside the competition page. Marvellous, wot you can do wiv a bit of thort...

Complete this coupon and send it to: WFRP Competition, Games Workshop, King's Lynn, Norfolk, PE30 4DX (30p postage required).
ARE YOU PARANOIA?
(WELL, ARE YOU?)

WELCOME, TROUBLESHOOTER! YOUR SERVICE TO THE COMPUTER IS REWARDED! CONGRATULATIONS! ON THIS SPECIAL DAY YOU HAVE BEEN GRANTED THE OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE THE PARANOIA ROLEGAME. THIS IS EVIDENCE OF THE COMPUTER'S LOVE AND TRUST IN YOU.

YOUR FIRST MISSION AS A TROUBLESHOOTER IS TO SEARCH OUT THE GAME PARANOIA IN ITS FUTURISTIC NEW HARDBACK BOOK FORMAT, AND TO PURCHASE IT DEAD OR ALIVE. BEWARE! TRAITORS ARE EVERYWHERE! UNSCRUPULOUS COMMIE TRAITORS MAY TRY AND DIVERT YOU FROM YOUR MISSION BY SELLING YOU NEEDLESS OBJECTS INSTEAD. COMING BACK FROM THE STORES WITH A NEW PAIR OF RED CLEARANCE FATIGUES OR THE LATEST TEELA O'MALLEY VID IS TREASONOUS BEHAVIOUR. REJOICE IN THE ASSURANCE THAT TREASON WILL BE DISCOVERED AND PUNISHED.

GO NOW AND SEEK OUT THE GAME PARANOIA. BE PREPARED. KNOW THE ENEMY. SERVE THE COMPUTER.

THE COMPUTER IS YOUR FRIEND. DO YOU DOUBT THE COMPUTER?

The unashamedly brilliant Paranoia is available in a UK-printed, 160pp hardback version — including three new adventures — from all the best game stores. If your local stockist hasn't got it report him to the Computer for Treason, and then order it post free from the UK from Games Workshop Mail Order, Chewton St, Hill Top, Eastwood, Notts NG16 3HY.

Paranoia is produced in the UK under licence from West End Games. Copyright © 1986 WEST END GAMES INC.

£9.95
Available October

FOR ACCESS & VISA ORDERS RING THE MAIL ORDER HOTLINES ON (0773)769522/760462
The Book Mountain

Huge piles of stuff today, a veritable EEC book mountain which will ultimately have to be fed to pigs or chemically converted to Watney’s Red Barrel. Yet some publishers are rarely represented here: a private Langford vendetta? The answer, like everything about Langford, is more boring. Some outfits keep sending vast parcels of books not to my address but to Dwarf itself: these are purloined by!, but other upʼs “tense desk” spends months being forwarded by cleft stick. Some, like Corgi, seem to lose me from their mailing lists. Some, like Pan and Futura, send immense lists of everything they plan to publish, and when I exist, choose: not only do I usually forget, but it’s a bit hard to empty deserved vials of wrath on a book you’ve specifically asked for: ...umm, cunning psychology there.

Most mountainous of the current range is The Mirror of Her Dreams. (Collins 658pp £10.95), being part 1 of Mordant’s Need by good old Stephen Donaldson. Several writers have been doing two-part series lately: it can be a better format than the trilogy, offering set-up and climax without the dread middle-volume blues (whereby, for want of any spare plot, all is padded out with a trip to the tree or wherever). Donaldson has abandoned hysterical verbal excesses to describe a world where mirrors are magic, with an interestingly non-leprous visiting heroine, a tree, and fiendish tongues of political intrigue. It kept me turning the too many pages, though I couldnʼt believe the Marvel Comics SF megawarrior, or the Feydenuesque scenes in which an anthropomorph modern manning and stroking our heroine’s bosoms but never gets any further. The final cliff-hanger in the besieged citadel is effective enough. However, there are so many spare plot-saving devices lying around (lethal mages, the SF warrior, a basement full of doorslay-weapon mirrors, the heroine’s undisclosed but guessable Powers, etc.) that I won’t lose too much sleep wondering how book 2 sorts it all out...

Slightly slimmer is Ursula Le Guin’s Always Coming Home (Gollancz 325pp £10.95) which is: A utopian novel. A beautifully illustrated anthropological study of the Kesh, who don’t yet exist. A collection of Kesh writings and songs. (You can buy a £6.95 cassette of music to read it by.) Or, says Le Guin, “an Up Yours to the people who ride snowmobiles, make nuclear weapons, and run prison camps ... a critique of civilization possible only to the civilized.” Among many rich strangenesses it also includes a critique of its own improbabilities (as seen through twentieth-century eyes). Me, I’m still digesting it: care to join me?

Regulars will know I’m a sucker for Oriental fantasy. (Plunge Robert Irwin’s The Arabian Nightmare is being reissued as a highly publicized Penguin. George Meredith’s 1898 The Shaving of Shagpat is an occasional Arabian treat in dossier second-hand shops.) Bagdad by Ian Watson (Allen & Unwin 211pp £8.95) is an outrageously mannered performance, full of exotic dottiness. The hierarch of Bagdad seem well ground in existence, get along, not fleeting the improbable bloodbaths of the revolutionary Ripe Fruit Party, tell each other twisted little tales-within-tales like “The Jimmi and the Civil Servant”. Again, a second and concluding volume is expected.

Hubris book, with Hubris trying out all Anthonyʼs pet political notions as the liberal Tyrant of Jupiter — a thinly disguised USA. The allegory can get wearying: this is probably why the book is popped up with massive doses of the weird exercise (combining arm-wrestling, origami and dialectical analysis) which is the authorʼs version of sex. More promising was Grafton’s A Tangled Skein (Grafton 413pp £2.95), third of the Incarnations of Immortality series which started so well. Thumbs-down, I fear: Anthony’s fluidity never flags, but Skein suffers from dull passages rehashing earlier book, and falls apart entirely at the end. Again the salvation of the world depends on depressingly arbitrary problem-solving which has no organic connection with the plot: Fate, the heroine, defeats Satan by remembering how to detect a counterfeit amongst 12 coins, using only 3 weighings, and the critic bangs his head on the wall.

The Penguin World Omnibus of SF (320pp £3.50), edited by Brian Aldiss and Sam J. Lundwall, offers representative tales from 26 countries. It’s oddly like a historical collection: a language’s SF moves further from the Walskin tale of wonder as sophistication and schlock accumulate, and for all the skills of the English speakers here, the more “isolated” authors can be closer to the wellsprings. Better to be over-naïve or over-blase? You choose.

Towering over the word processor is an Everest of reprints. Gollancz offers volumes 5 to 8 in their £2.95 Classic SF series, and are doing a good job despite copyright problems. Clarke’s The City and the Stars and Heinlein’s The Door into Summer are probably the authorʼs best-loved novels; I’ve long been fond of the Pohl/Kornbluth Wolfbane, here slightly revised by Pohl; and Sladek’s hysterical The Reproductive System is another personal favourite. Meanwhile, Grafton offers Asimov’s barely connected “Galactic Empire” novels as new £2.95 hardbacks: Pebble in the Sky is a not bad first novel, The Stars Like Dust is that embarrassing one whose long-sought Macguffen proves to be the US Constitution (thanks to the editorial insistence of John W. Campbell, Jr.), and The end of Eternity and OK sample of middle-period Asimov. Strangely omitted: The End of Eternity, arguably the first and best of this non- Foundation, non-robot, “series”?

Other peaks climbed: Les Diablotiques by Bardey D’Aurevilly (1874; Dedalus 254pp £3.95), lushly warped, edging into psychological horror, Daybreak on a Different Mountain by Colin Greenland (Unicorn 246pp £3.50), entropic, anti-heroic fantasy; Michael Moorcock’s The Rituals of Infinity (NEL 159pp £2.50) — immature, lightweight SF — and The Chronicle of Castle Brass (Grafton 423pp £3.95), fun fantasy hokum; The Book of Lost Tales 2 by J.R.R. Posthumousdraftslyrists (Unicorn 385pp £3.50); Ian Watson’s fine, offbeat The Book of Being (Grafton 198pp £2.50) followed by Roger Zelazny’s linked Isle of the Dead and To Die in Italiar (both Methuen £2.50), the first enjoyable, the second overpopulated, jerky and disappointing.

At this stage, having fallen into a crevasse of unreadables, I’、“helplessly awaiting the arrival of a St Bernard with a keg of real ale round its neck.
Calling All Dungeon Masters

Dungeons & Dragons and Advanced Dungeons & Dragons

It's an Attack...!

An Army of TSR Modules from Virgin for only...

£2.95 each

Choose from the massed ranks...

Modules A1, A4, B1, B2, B5, B6, C3, C4, C5, CB1, CB2, CM2, EX1, EX2, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6, L1, L2, MV1, N1, O1, R2, R4, RPGA1, RPGA2, RPGA3, RPGA4, S4, T1, U1, U2, U3, UK1, UK2, UK3, WG4, WG5, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5.

but our stocks are going fast – so make haste!

PLUS more Special offers from Virgin...

"DESSERT OF DESOLATION" 3 module pack, I3 to I5 only £6.95

"ORIENTAL ADVENTURES" Official AD&D Hardback edition only £9.95 ■ "SALTMarsh"

3 module pack, U1 to U3 only £6.95 ■ "GANGBUSTERS" Box set of Modules 1 to 5, only £14.95.

These treasures are all at Virgin

the no. 1 choice for games

ABERDEEN 172 Union Street ■ BIRMINGHAM 98 Corporation Street ■ BRIGHTON 157/161 Western Road ■ BRISTOL 18 Merchant Street ■ BROMLEY 140/144 High Street (in Burton Menswear) ■ GLASGOW 28/32 Union Street ■ LEEDS 94/96 Briggate ■ PLYMOUTH 105 Armada Way ■ LONDON 100 Oxford Street ■ TOP MAN Oxford Circus
All the nice dwarves

By Gary Chalk

The Ships

Before we embark (little naval pun, there) on the rules proper, let’s have a look at the availability of suitable model ships. After all, the rules won’t be of use until you have assembled your miniature navy.

There are some large scale plastic kits of suitable Medieval or Elizabethan ships around, but these can be very expensive. There are also some Roman or Greek galleys produced by Atlantic of Italy, but these are not widely available and, as they are moulded in soft polystyrene, they tend to be a bit bendy. All commercially available ships share one other problem, they are not designed to accept figures with bases of the sizes specified by the Warhammer rules. This means that you can never stand your figures where you want to and actually playing a game becomes very difficult. Bearing all these considerations in mind, it’s probably easier to build your own from scratch.

The ships in the photograph were all constructed from mounting card with dowel for masts and spars. Mounting board is available from art shops or can be obtained cheaply as off-cuts from picture framers. The constructional diagrams should give you a pretty clear idea of how to proceed in putting a basic ship together or you could have a look in the next Citadel Compendium, which will include card boat kit by David Andrews. Once you have your hull and super-structure completed, you can dress it up using strip balsa wood for rails and ladders, Citadel thrones and bolt-throwers, flags and sails from paper, while small washers make excellent porthole surrounds. The largest of my ships, the Death-Hulk with the yellow sail, features a cage, built of card and balsa, which can swing out on a gantry over and enemy’s deck. The cage can then be released to crash down and free its hideous occupants on the unsuspecting mariners below.

However, individuality you make your ships, you should always bear in mind the following:

1. Make sure that decks, galleries, crow’s nests etc are large enough to accept the bases on your figures.
2. Make sure that the ships are strong enough to take repeated handling while loaded with heavy contingents of troops. Brace the model internally with card strips and reinforce the corners with square section balsa strip.
3. Keep the detailing simple, if you clutter up the decks your ship with belaying pins, fire buckets, spitoons etc they will get in the way as you rush your troops from poop to foc’sle. Rigging can also prevent you.
getting your hands down to deck level when you need to, and for this reason I have left my ships unrigged. The yards simply hook on to the mast with wire loops.

4. Keep your ships small enough to use where you usually game. Don't build the Titanic if you only have room for half a dozen pygmy canoes. Of course, if you do have delusions of grandeur and wish to fight a fantasy Trafalgar you could always use a suitable floor or, if the weather is fine, a flat lawn or an area of concrete with piles of sand for mudbanks and islands.

The Rules

These rules are designed for simplicity and ease of use. Once ships come within arrow or magic range all hell will let loose, and the simpler it is to sail your ship, the happier you will be. If you are bent on designing steam-powered dwarven hydrofoils or goblin submersibles you'll have to work out the rules for those yourself...

Types of Ship

Dinghies - Small oared craft up to 20 feet long. Also canoes, small rafts and dory boats under oars.

Rowing - Small oared craft up to 20 feet long. Also canoes, small rafts and dory boats under oars.

Barges - Oared vessels over 20 feet in length.

Ships - Sailing vessels between 20 and 60 feet in length.

Hulks - Sailing vessels between 20 and 60 feet in length.

NB - 'Length' is the length of the vessel's hull at the water line.

Crews

The crew are treated as part of the ship's fabric for the purpose of death or damage. The vessel may thus be moved when no troops or marines are on board.

Barges and rowing boats are rowed by the figures aboard. If all the troops on board a barge disembark then the vessel cannot move.

Movement

All movement speeds are shown in inches per phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL TYPE</th>
<th>WIND ASTERN</th>
<th>ACROSS WIND</th>
<th>INTO WIND</th>
<th>WEIGHT CLASS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dinghy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>LIGHTEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowing Boat</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barge</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>HEAVIEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulk</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sailing craft heading into the wind must tack. The minimum permitted angle into the wind at the end of a tack is 45°. A barge or rowing boat that loses more than 50% of its figures may only move at up to half of its maximum speed. A stationary vessel takes 1 movement phase to set sail. The next move may take place at up to half of its maximum speed only. To take in sail takes a vessel 1 movement phase. The next phase takes place at half the vessel's previous speed.

Running Aground

Dinghies and rowing boats cannot run aground. All other ships have a percentage chance of running aground within 4° of the shore.

To test - Roll 1D100 and compare to the table below as soon as the vessel enters the shallow area. Test at the beginning of each subsequent movement phase that the vessel is still within 4° of the shore.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL TYPE</th>
<th>Percentage Chance Of Running Aground</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barge</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulk</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vessels which run aground stop all movement at once.

A vessel may be towed off if the towers manage to get a grappling hook across. To test - Roll 1D100 and compare to the table below. A vessel may be towed off by a ship of equal or heavier class, for example a ship may be towed off by a half or by another ship. A vessel may also be towed off by two of the next lightest class of vessel or by four of the next class after that. A half may be towed off by two ships or four barges, while a barge can be towed off by two rowing boats or dory boats. Troops may wade ashore at 1/2 normal speed from grounded vessels. Troops who are wounded while wading ashore refer to the Drowning Table.

Missile Fire

All missile fire (including magic missiles) is carried out as normal in order to calculate casualties amongst the figures on board an enemy vessel. Once these casualties have been removed it is necessary to check if there is any damage to the ship's fabric or to its notional crew. This is done by referring to the Random Damage Table.

Random Damage Table

Roll 1D100 for effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-60</td>
<td>No damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-70</td>
<td>Damaged rigging, 1/2 speed next phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-80</td>
<td>Rudder damaged, straight ahead only for the next 2 phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81-90</td>
<td>Helmsman dead or panicked. Random direction for next 2 phases. Test direction each phase by rolling 1D100. See below for direction:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91-100</td>
<td>Yards cut. 2 phases to repair at 1/2 present speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fire Damage

Each ship has 3 section, forecastle, sterncastle and amidship decks. These are treated as buildings. Calculate fire effect as on p48 of the Warhammer Combat Rules and then roll again on the Random Damage Table.

Grapping Hooks

Grappling hooks are present on each vessel in the following numbers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dinghy/Rowing boat</th>
<th>1 only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barge/Ship</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulk</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These grappling hooks must be allocated to specific figures before the game commences. They have the range of javelins and are thrown as normal in the missile phase. A successful roll to hit means that the grappling hook has found its target and can only be removed by cutting it free. Grappling hooks that miss can be re-used in the subsequent firing phases.

Grappling hooks may be cut free with edged weapons during the combat phase. Roll to hit as normal, assuming the hook to have WS 4. A successful roll to hit means that the line to the hook has been severed and that it cannot be re-used. Two figures are permitted to attempt to free it in any one combat phase.
Ships that grapple while in motion will continue at the speed of the heavier. Or, if the vessels are of the same weight class, at the speed of the slower.

Ships that are grappled to sinking opponents may only be pulled down by a sinking vessel of a heavier class. The number of phases which a vessel takes to sink is doubled if it is grappled to an unholed vessel of the next lightest class.

**Ramming**

When one ship rams another, Roll 1D100 for each ship and look up the result on the **Random Damage Table**.

In addition Roll 1D10 and refer to the **Ramming Table**, to see if the vessels become locked together.

**Ramming Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roll 1D10</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sinking Table**

Roll 1D10 and add the following modifiers:

Ramming vessel at maximum speed: +1
Ramming by vessel equipped with ram: +1
Ramming by heavier vessel: per weight class: +1
Moving directly away from rammer: -1
Ramming by lighter vessel per each weight class: -1

**Drowning**

Troops must test for drowning if their ship sinks and they are more than 4" from land. They must also test for drowning if they are surrounded while wading the final 4" to dry land. Troops in plate armour cannot swim automatically. Other troops Roll 1D100 for each figure and refer to the Drowning Table below.

**Drowning Table**

Roll 1D100 and add the following modifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creature over 10 ft.</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elrives</td>
<td>+20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orcs, Goblins etc.</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobbits</td>
<td>-20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject to stupidity</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each wound</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Armour Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chainmail</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-50% Drowners</td>
<td>Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100% Survives</td>
<td>Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mail Order Discounts**

**Dungeons & Dragons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Set</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3,B7,88,99,8 Solo ea.</td>
<td>£3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Set</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-O-L, X10 ea.</td>
<td>£6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6, X7, X8 ea.</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X10, X25 ea.</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>£4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companion Set</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM1, CM2, CM3 ea.</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM3, CM4, CM5 ea.</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Set</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessorizes for D&amp;D</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC1 - Sherry Dragon Inn</td>
<td>£4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC2 - Combat Shield</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC3 - Dragon Ties</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC4 - Book of Marvelous Magic</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC5 - Player Character Records</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC7 - Master Player Screen</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Advanced Dungeons & Dragons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dungeons Master Guide</td>
<td>£12.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Players Handbook</td>
<td>£11.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monster Manual</td>
<td>£10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monster Manual II</td>
<td>£10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiend Folio</td>
<td>£10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legends &amp; Lore</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unearthed Arcana</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriental Adventures</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draconia</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romantic Source</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark, Dark, Dark, Dark</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11 Draconis of Spies</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D12 Draconis of Faith</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA1 Swords of the Undead</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World of Greyhawk</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-4 Temple of Elemental Evil</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGF Guide to the World</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle System Wargame Rules</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1 Bloodtide Mass</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD &amp; D1 Dungeon</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Screen</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD &amp; D2 Player</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character Records</td>
<td>£10.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**16 Mercia Square**

Rear of W.H. Smiths
Chester CH1 3JZ
Tel: (0244) 28802

Mail Order Charges
UK Orders under £10 add 65p
UK Orders over £10 post free
EEC add 30%
Other Overseas add 60%
All cheques/money orders to be in pounds sterling
Overseas orders welcome

**Games Workshop**

**Dr. Who Board Game** | £9.95
**Golden Hoops** | £9.95
**G.H. Superpark** | £9.95
**Legend of Eagles** | £9.95
**Queen Victoria's Holy Grail** | £9.95

**Avalon Hill**

**Dark Empire** | £18.95
**Dragon Hunt** | £18.95
**Dragon Pass** | £18.95
**Magic Realm** | £18.95
**Wizards** | £20.95

**Runquest - De Luce** | £39.95
**Players Box** | £20.95
**Game Masters Box** | £20.95
**Monstar Castle** | £18.95
**Viking** | £18.95
**Gods of Garamoth** | £18.95

**Grendin Models (all 25mm)**

**War Mammothii Masterpiece** | £5.95
**Dragontoids** | £5.95
**Dragontis** | £3.95
**Sea Dragon** | £3.95
**Iron Dragon** | £3.95
**Lord of the Rings** | £4.50
**Fellowship of the Rings** | £4.50
**Starmen Dark Ones** | £4.50
**Shadow Lairs** | £4.50
**Hilmont of Trolls** | £4.50

**For Accessory Orders Ring Rod on Telesales Hotline (0244) 28802.**

Credit card orders dispatched same day subject to availability.
MAIL ORDER

BATTLETECH

The first in a series of reference books describing the equipment and material of the Succession Wars. Included are 55 different 'Mech' classes, with a brief overview and capsule history for each, as well as full information for their use in the Battletech game.

£7.95

PARANOIA ORCHUSTERS

With a blinding flash of light, the strangers appeared as if from nowhere in Alpha Complex DND Sector. Sinister black robes. Pointy hats. A wave of the hand and innocent Citizens explode to become assorted barnyard animals. Can your band of PLC supply clerks capture these deadly Commie mutant traitors? Orchusters - a 52 page Paranoia dungeon crawl for 2-6 clones and a gamemaster.

£4.95

BATTLETECH BLUEPRINTS

The Battletech Blueprints contain five large (22" x 34") blueprints printed on heavy poster stock. Each drawing shows both the external and internal skeleton of the 'Mech', labelling everything from the reactor core to the overall warning light!

£7.95

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS

An insidious peril threatens the kingdom of Wendar. A traitor has stolen the realm's greatest treasure, the magical Elvenstar, and delivered it to the Shadow Lord, Wendar's greatest foe. Saga of the Shadow Lord, and adventure for 4-8 characters of 6th to 8th level, for use with Basic & Expert D&D.

£7.50
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£6.50

DUNGEONER'S SURVIVAL GUIDE

The key to victory is at hand as the Heroes of Legend set off on their final quest. Their world will be doomed unless they can pass through the lands of the evil empire into the City of Nekos and the Temple of the Queen of Darkness. Dragons of Truth is the ultimate adventure in the Dragonlance series, and is for 4-8 characters of 10th to 13th level.

£11.95

A ZATHOTH

More than 300 pages packed full of action as adventures journey through a world of horror.

£15.95

MAT CHILDREN OF THE ATOM

MAT is the first guidebook released for use with the Marvel Superheroes Advanced Game. Contains descriptions of almost every mutant in the Marvel Universe, including a complete adventure, Dreamchild, plus a large pull-out map.

£7.50

AIR & ARMOUR

Air & Armour is a simulation of near-future combat, pitting elite NATO forces against the overwhelming might of a Warsaw Pact Invasion. For two players, Air & Armour includes a 22" x 34" full-colour map, 600 counters, 50-page standard rule book and a 24-page advanced rule book.

£21.95

HOW TO MAIL ORDER

Makes cheques payable to Games Workshop Ltd. Include cost of postage & packing U.K., EIRE, BFPO: Add 85p for orders under £10.00

OVERSEAS: Add 33% for carriage OVERSEAS AIR MAIL: Add 55% for carriage

HOW TO TELEPHONE ORDER

BARCLAYCARD VISA ACCESS DINERS CLUB

Simply & Quickly Telephone Your Orders Direct to us on Hotline: (0773) 1700882 or (0773) 1700582

between 8.30am and 5.30pm

Monday to Friday
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Games Day is the largest hobby games convention in the world. And it’s not difficult to understand why. Some of the amazing events that will be happening this year are:

HOW TO GET THERE

Dates & Times:
- Saturday, 27th September (10.30am-6.00pm)
- Sunday, 28th September (10.00am-5.00pm)

Venue: The Royal Horticultural Society Hall, Greycoat Street, London SW1. Tube to Victoria or St James’ Park tubes.

Also, buses will be running from Games Workshop shops in Sheffield, Manchester, Newcastle, York, Nottingham and Birmingham. Contact the store manager for details.

Warhammer: Not one, not two but three massive battles! Gary Chalk vs. The Players’ Guild on a 20’ x 10’ battleground. Plus battles from the Severed Head Society and Phoenix Games.

Championships: Trophies for winners of the Official AD&D, RuneQuest, Call of Cthulhu, Car Wars, Judge Dredd, and Warlock of Firetop Mountain.

Fantasy Art: Figure Painting Compositions. Figure Painting Demonstrations. Fantasy Artists including Iain McCurg

Trade Stands: Over 40 of them!

Live Action Role Play: Beat up a monster from Mythlore, Spirit of Adventure and Labyrinth Club.

Celebrities: Sandy Petersen (Guest of Honour), Ian Livingstone, Steve Jackson, Don Turnbull, Derek Carver, Bryan Ansell, Marc Gascoigne, Paul Cockburn to name but a few.

Auction: No Bring & Buy this year, but an expanded American-style auction on both Saturday and Sunday in the Lecture Hall. Bring along your unwanted games and turn them in to cash. Will Ian Livingstone produce yet another White Dwarf No.1?

Games Day Quiz: Amuse yourself watching the celebrities squirm as they fail to answer simple questions.

The Sunday Roast: Ask the mogul of the hobby games industry embarrassing questions.

Fanzines: Locked away in an upstairs Seminar Room, find out what makes the editors so angry.

Licensed Bar: Play the Looney as gamers fail to cope with their pints.

Games Day Awards: Who will win the Worst Game award?

Prize Giving: Nail-biting finish to Games Day on Sunday.

CAN YOU REALLY CALL YOURSELF A GAMER IF YOU DON’T GO TO GAMES DAY?
Capitol Features:
- A strategic space warfare game, completely computer moderated.
- Approximately 35 players per game.
- Players design their own race's characteristics and description.
- Construct bases on your planets for protection and production.
- Design your own starships and build them at your star bases.
- Expand your empire and conquer other races.
- An 'advanced stage' of the game introduces new technologies of stargates and improved ship movement capabilities.
- Capitol's simplified order formats are easy to remember. No coding your orders onto computer cards or other gimmicks.
- Capitol has an easy to understand rulebook, complete with numerous examples.
- Capitol was subjected to the largest playtest of ANY commercial PBM game. Over 100 players played over 1500 turns of Capitol prior to release.
- Runs on an IBM PC, using 512K.
- Capitol is fast becoming the standard against which other space warfare games are compared.
- With each rulebook you receive a set of overlays to use in mapping the game and moving ships.
- Mapping Capitol is extremely interesting, using the computer printed maps you receive with your turn results.
- No due dates. Capitol allows you four turns per month. Most other computer moderated games have the usual one turn every two weeks.

KJC Games has been running Play By Mail games for about five years now and our reputation for giving good, exciting games and a first-class service is second to none. Our team of professional Gamesmasters will usually reply to your turn within 48 hours.

Readers in North America should write to Adventures By Mail, PO Box 436, Cohoes, NY 12047, for information on Capitol.

EARTH WOOD

25 players compete to be the ultimate ruler by controlling all the developed cities, either singly or with an alliance. A typical game will last about 18 months, with the first breakthroughs usually starting after six months. Each player is either a king of a fantasy race or a powerful charismatic character. You can recruit, develop, and control powerful creatures such as dragons. Your characters will capture and control cities, upon which you can spend gold to improve security, workshop production, defences, and maintain and forge your army. With gold, your wizards undertake magical research. Spies search out enemy strongholds and then attempt acts of sabotage, theft, and assassination. These are just a few of the options available to a player in Earthwood.

Earthwood is computer moderated but the turn sheets and replies are written in plain English.

No need to look through complex charts and code books to understand this game.

Europe's most popular Play By Mail game - the fantasy campaign game with over 1,000 player parties already participating. To enter, send £6.00 for rules, setup, first three turns, and copy of latest newsletter. Further turns £1.75 each.

Send to: KJC Games, PO Box 11, Cleveleys, Blackpool, Lancashire FY5 2UL
Welcome on: (0253) 866345
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If you thought the DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® game was over with the Master Set, we've got some news for you.

The DUNGEONS & DRAGONS Immortals Set. The original role-playing game is continued with brilliant originality.

**THE Ultimate ADVENTURE AWAITS...**

Available from better games and hobby shops, or contact:

**TSR UK Limited, The Mill, Rathmore Road, CAMBRIDGE CB1 4AD, United Kingdom**

**TSR Inc, POB 756, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, WI 53147**

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS is a registered trademark of TSR, Inc. The symbol ™ denotes a trademark of TSR, Inc. ©1986 TSR UK Limited.
MAIL ORDER

INTRODUCTORY OFFERS

CAR WARS EXPANSION KIT 9
Four new maps that can be combined to make a playing area large enough to satisfy even the most fanatical Car Wars players.
£2.95

UNCLE ALBERT'S CATALOGUE II
The second compendium of goodies collected from the regular Uncle Albert column in Auto Duel Quarterly. Features all kinds of equipment no self-respecting auto dueller can afford to be without!
£2.95

MIDDLE EARTH ROLE PLAYING II
At last MERP II is here! MERP II is brand new both inside and out, with stunning new box artwork by Angus McBride and a revised 128 page softback rule book. A must for any serious MERP fan, and the perfect starting point for anyone who wants to begin adventuring in Tolkien's world.
£9.95

HERO BEASTIARY
The first 'Hero System' supplement designed for use with any game in the Hero System. Includes full details of real animals, dinosaurs, mythical animals and movie monsters, plus rules for creating your own unique animals.
£4.95

GADGETS
Choose from scores of powerful and strange weapons and gadgets to fit any situation. Includes personal weapons, protective gear, squad-level weapons plus more. For use with any Hero System game.
£4.95

NEW

WYRMS FOOTNOTES
(Issues 11, 12, 13 & 14)
Wyrms Footnotes contains articles for Runequest 2, every bit as useful now as when first published seventeen years ago. We have limited supplies of issues 11, 12, 13 & 14 - rare collectors items, to be sold on a first come, first served basis.
£1.95 each (please specify which issues you require when ordering).

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES ADVENTURES
A full-length 48 page scenario featuring the original Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles in an epic adventure against some of their most deadly opponents. Also includes a 8 page comic strip especially written and drawn for the scenario.
£4.95

SKYREALMS OF JORUNE
A complete role-playing game game set on a complex, intriguing planet. The boxed edition includes four booklets providing rules, background and an introductory campaign plus stunning illustrations by co-author Mike Reeves. Skyrealms of Jorune - a complete role-playing game on a complete world.
£19.95

COMPANION JORUNE: BURDOTH
This book provides a 'culture pack' for the area of Jorune known as Burdeth. It contains timelines, detailed histories, maps, illustrations, and descriptions of the geography and ecology of the area, plus numerous scenarios and scenario outlines.
£7.95

ETERNITY INC
A 32 page scenario featuring Infinity Inc. Includes full background and statistics for the team members, plus a scenario that pits the teams against a menace that is planning to wipe out the human race!
£4.95

FOUR HORSEMEN OF APOKOLIPS
Darkseid, in his search for the anti-life equation, has transformed four ordinary people into devastatingly powerful super-villains. Will the Justice League of America be able to stop them and foil Darkseid's plan? Find out in this 40 page scenario.
£4.95

THE DOOMSDAY PROGRAM
The Teen Titans battle against Brainiac in a desperate bid to rescue Superman and stop Brainiac's plan to nullify the sun's gravitational pull on the earth! A full-length 32 page scenario featuring DC's greatest heroes and villains.
£4.95

NEW

HOW TO MAIL ORDER
Mail orders can be sent to Games Workshop Ltd. Include cost of items & postage.
£1.45. Post.
Add 50p for orders under £10.00.
Overseas orders over £10.00 by air mail.
Overseas orders under £10.00 by surface mail.

GAME WORKSHOP
GAMES WORKSHOP, MAIL ORDER, CHEWTON ST, HILL TOP, EASTWOOD, NOTTS NG16 3HY

GAMES WORKSHOP
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HOW TO TELEPHONE ORDER
Order by phone 0115 940 554
Have your credit card ready before placing your order.

SANSAM GRAND CENTRAL, DEPARTMENT L11
Simple & Quality Telephone Order Service
Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Orders accepted 0773/380022
0773/380023
0773/380024
0773/380025
between 9.30 am and 5.30 pm
Monday to Friday
Thunder rolled across Unseen University. Rain poured over its roofs and gurgled out of its gargoyles, although one or two of the more cunning ones had scuttled off to shelter among the maze of tiles.

Far below, in the Great Hall, the eight most powerful wizards in the Discworld gathered at the angles of the ceremonial octogram. Actually they probably weren't the most powerful, if the truth were known, but they certainly had great powers of survival which, in the highly competitive world of magic, was probably much the same thing. Behind every wizard of the eighth rank were half a dozen seventh rank wizards trying to bump him off, and senior wizards had to develop an inquiring attitude to, for example, scorpions in their bed. An ancient proverb summed it up: When a wizard is tired of looking for broken glass in his dinner, he is tired of life.

The oldest wizard, Greyhed Spold of the Ancient and Truly Original Sages of the Unbroken Circle, leaned heavily on his carven staff and spake thusly:

‘Get on with it, Weatherwax, my feet are giving me gyp.’
Gadder, who had merely paused for effect, glared at him.
‘Very well, then, I will be brief —
‘Jolly good.’
‘We have aught guidance as to the events of this morning. Can anyone among us say he received it?’

The wizards looked sidelong at each other. Nowhere outside a trades union conference fraternal benefit might come so mutual distrust and suspicion be found as among a gathering of senior enchanters. But the plain fact was that the day had gone very badly. Normally informative demons, summoned abruptly from the dungeon Dimensions, had looked sheepish and sidled away when questioned. Magic mirrors had cracked. Tarot cards had mysteriously become blank. Crystal balls had gone cloudy. Even tea leaves, normally scorned by wizards as frivolous and unworthy of contemplation, had clustered together at the bottom of cups and refused to move.

In short, the assembled wizards were at a loss. There was general murmur of agreement.

‘And therefore I propose that we perform the Rite of Askente,’ said Gadder dramatically.

‘I had to admit that he had hoped for a better response, something on the lines of, well, ‘No, not the Rite of Askente! Man was not meant to meddle with such things!’

In fact, there was a general mutter of approval.

‘Good idea.’
‘Seems sensible.’
‘Get on with it, then.’

Slightly put out, he summoned a procession of lesser wizards who carried various magic implements into the hall.

It has already been hinted that around this time there was some disagreement among the fraternity of wizards about how to practice magic.

Younger wizards in particular went about saying that it was time that magic started to update its image and that they should all stop mucking about with bits of wax and bone and put the whole thing on a properly-organised basis, with research programmes and three-day conventions in good hotels where they could read papers with titles like ‘Whither Geomancy’ and ‘The Role of Seven-League Boots in a Caring Society.’

Tynmon, for example, hardly ever did any magic these days but ran the Order with bourgeois efficiency and wrote lots of memos and had a big chart on his office wall, covered with coloured blobs and lines that no-one else really understood but which looked very impressive.

The other type of wizard thought all this was so much marsh gas and wouldn't have anything to do with an image unless it was made of wax and had pins stuck in it.

The heads of the eight others were all of this persuasion, traditionalists to a man, and the utensils that were heaped around the octogram had a definite, non-nonsense occult look about them. Rams horns, skulls, baroque metalwork and heavy candles were much in evidence, despite the discovery by younger wizards that the Rite of Askente could perfectly well be performed with three small bits of wood and 4 c.c. of mouse blood.

The preparations normally took several hours, but the combined powers of the senior wizards shortened it considerably and, after a mere 20 minutes, Gadder chanted the final words of the spell. They hung in front of him for a moment before dissolving.

The air in the centre of the octogram shimmered and thickened,

and suddenly contained a tall, dark figure. Most of it was hidden by a black robe and hood and this was probably just as well. It held a long scythe in one hand and one couldn't help noticing that what should have been fingers were simply white bone.

The other skeletal hand held small cubes of cheese and pineapple on a stick.

‘WELL?’ said Death, in a voice with all the warmth and colour of an iceberg. He caught the wizards’ gaze, and glanced down at the stick.

‘I WAS AT A PARTY,’ he added, a shade reproachfully.

‘O Creature of Earth and Darkness, we do charge thee to abjure from —’ began Gadder in a firm, commanding voice. Death nodded.

‘YES, YES, I KNOW ALL THAT,’ he said. ‘WHY HAVE YOU SUMMONED ME?’

‘I did say that you can see both the past and future,’ said Gadder alittle sulkily, because the big speech of binding and conjuration was one he rather liked and people had said he was very good at it.

‘THAT IS ABSOLUTELY CORRECT.’

‘Then perhaps you could tell me what exactly it was that happened this morning.’

He pulled himself together and added loudly, ‘I command this by Azimothe, by T'chikel, by —

‘ALL RIGHT, YOU’VE MADE YOUR POINT,’ said Death. ‘WHAT PRECISELY WAS IT YOU WISHED TO KNOW? QUITE A LOT OF THINGS HAPPENED THIS MORNING, PEOPLE WERE BORN, PEOPLE DIED, ALL THE TREES GREW A BIT TALLER, RIPPLES MADE INTERESTING PATTERNS ON THE SEA —

‘I mean about the Octavo,’ said Gadder coldly.

‘THAT? OH, THAT WAS JUST A READING OF REALITY. I UNDERSTAND THE OCTAVO WAS ANXIOUS NOT TO loose THE EIGHTH SPELL. IT WAS DROPPING OFF THE DISC, APPARENTLY.’
"Hold on, hold on," said Galder. He scratched his chin. "Are we talking about the one inside the head of Rincewind? Tall thin man, bit scraggy? The one - ."

"THAT HE HAS BEEN CARRYING AROUND ALL THESE YEARS, YES."

Galder frowned. It seemed a lot of trouble to go to. Everybody knew that when a wizard died all the spells in his head would go free, so why bother to save Rincewind? The spell would just float back eventually.

"Any idea why?" he said without thinking and then, remembering himself in time, added hastily: "By Yrith and Kharla I do abjure thee and - ."

"I WISH YOU WOULDN'T KEEP DOING THAT," said Death. "ALL THAT I KNOW IS THAT ALL THE SPELLS HAVE TO BE SAID TOGETHER NEXT HOGSWATCHNIGHT OR THE DISC WILL BE DESTROYED."

"Speak up there!" demanded Greyhald Spold.

"Shut up!" said Galder.

"ME?"

"No, him. Daft old - ."

"I heard that!" snapped Spold. "You young people." He stopped. Death was looking at him thoughtfully, as if he was trying to remember his face.

"Look," said Galder, "just repeat that bit again will you? The Disc will be what?"

"DESTROYED," said Death. "CAN I GONOW?! LEFT MY DRINK."

"Hang on," said Galder hurriedly. "By Chellikliand Orizzone and so forth, what do you mean, destroyed?"

"IT'S AN ANCIENT PROPHECY WRITTEN ON THE INNER WALLS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID OF TSORT. THE WORD DESTROYED SEEMS QUITE SELF-EXPLANATORY TO ME."

"That's all you can tell us?"

"YES."

"But Hogswatchnight is only two months away!"

"YES."

"At least you can tell us where Rincewind is now!"

Death shrugged. It was a gesture he was particularly well built for.

"THE FOREST OF SKUND, RIMWARDS OF THE RAMTOP MOUNTAINS."

"What is he doing there?"

"FEELING VERY SORRY FOR HIMSELF."

"Oh."

"NOW MAY I GO?"

Galder nodded distractedly. He had been thinking wistfully of the banishment ritual, which started 'Begone foul shade' and had some rather impressive passages which he had been practising, but somehow he couldn't work up any enthusiasm.

"Oh, yes," he said. "Thank you, yes. And then, because it's as well not to make enemies even among the creatures of night, he added politely, 'I hope it is a good party.'"

Death didn't answer. He was looking at Spold in the same way that a dog looks at a bone, only in this case things were more or less the other way round.

"I said I hope it is a good party," said Galder loudly.

"AT THE MOMENT IT IS," said Death heavily. "I THINK IT MIGHT GO DOWNHILL VERY QUICKLY AT MIDNIGHT."

"Why?"

"THAT'S WHEN THEY THINK I'LL BE TAKING MY MASK OFF!"

He vanished, leaving only a cocktail stick and a short paper streamer behind.

***

There had been an unseen observer of all this. It was of course entirely against the rules, but Trymon knew all about rules and had always considered they were for making, not obeying.

Long before the eight mages had got down to some serious arguing about what the apparition had meant he was down in the main levels of the University library.

It was an awe-inspiring place. Many of the books were magical, and the important thing to remember about grimoires is that they are deadly in the hands of any librarian who cares about order, because he's bound to stick them all on the shelves. This is not a good idea with books that tend to leak magic, because more than one or two of them together form a critical Black Mass. On top of that, many of the lesser spells are quite particular about the company they keep, and tend to express any objections by bursting their books viciously across the room. And, of course, there is always the half-felt presence of the Things from the Dungeon Dimensions, clustering around the magical leakage and constantly probing the walls of reality.

The job of magical librarian, who has to spend his working days in this sort of highly charged atmosphere, is a high risk occupation.

The Head Librarian was sitting on top of his desk, quietly peeling an orange, and was well aware of that.

He glanced up when Trymon entered.

'I'm looking for anything we've got on the Pyramid of Tsort,' said Trymon. He had come prepared: he took a banana out of his pocket.

The librarian looked at it mournfully, and then flopped down heavily on the floor. Trymon found a soft-hand poked gently into his and the librarian led the way, waddling safely between the bookshelves. It was like holding a little leather glove.

Around them the books sizzled and sparked, with the occasion discharge of undirected magic flashing over the carefully placed earthing rods nailed to the shelves. There was a tinny, blue smell and, just at the very limit of hearing, the horrible chittering of the dungeon creatures.

Like many other parts of Unseen University the library occupied rather more space than its outside dimensions would suggest, because magic distorts space in strange ways, and it was probably the only library in the universe with Mobius Shelves. But the librarian's mental catalogue was ticking over perfectly. He stopped by a soaring stack of dusty books and swung himself up into the darkness. There was a sound of rustling paper, and a cloud of dust floated down to Trymon. Then the librarian was back, a slim volume in his hands.

'Oook,' he said.

Trymon took it gingerly.

The cover was scratched and very dog-eared, the gold of its lettering had long ago curled off, but he could just about make out, in the old magic tongue of the Isrot Valley, the words: 1yt Gyot Yeemp Hye Tsot, Y Hiistory Mysical.

'Oook?' said the librarian, anxiously.

Trymon turned the pages cautiously. He wasn't very good at languages, he'd always found them highly inefficient things which by rights ought to be replaced by some sort of easily understood numerical system, but this seemed exactly what he was looking for. There were whole pages covered with meaningful hieroglyphs.

"Is this the only book you 've got about the pyramid of Tsot?" he said slowly.

'Oook.'

"You 're quite sure?"

'Oook.'

Trymon listened. He could hear, along away off, the sound of approaching feet and arguing voices. But he had been prepared for that, too.

He reached into a pocket.

"Would you like another banana?" he said.

***

The forest of Skund was indeed enchanted, which was nothing unusual on the Disc, and was the only forest in the whole universe to be called-in the local language - Your Finger You Fool, which was the literal meaning of the word Skund.

The reason for this is regrettably all too common. When the first explorers from the warm lands about the Circle Sea travelled to the chilly hinterlands they filled in the blank spaces on their maps by grabbing the nearest native, pointing at some distant landmark, speaking very clearly in a loud voice, and writing down whatever the bemused man told them. Thus were immortalised
in generations of atlases such geographical oddities as Just a Mountain, I Don't Know, What? and, of course, Your Finger You Fool.

Rainclouds clustered around the bald heights of Mt. Oolksnukanford ('Who is this Fool who does not Know what a Mountain Is') and the Luggage settled itself comfortably under a dripping tree, which tried unsuccessfully to strike up a conversation.

Twoflower and Rincewind were arguing. The person they were arguing about sat on his mushroom and watched them with interest. He looked like someone who smelled like someone who lived in a mushroom, and that bothered Twoflower.

'Well, why hasn't he got a red hat?'

Rincewind hesitated, desperately trying to imagine what Twoflower was getting at.

'What?' he said, giving in.

'He should have a red hat,' said Twoflower. 'And he certainly ought to be cleaner and more, more sort of jolly. He doesn't look like any sort of gnome to me.'

'What are you going on about?'

'Look at that beard,' said Twoflower sternly. 'I've seen better beards on a piece of cheese.'

'Look, he's six inches high and lives in a mushroom,' snarled Rincewind. 'Of course he's a bloody gnome.'

'We've only got his word for it.'

Rincewind looked down at the gnome.

'Excuse me,' he said. He took Twoflower to the other side of the clearing.

'Listen,' he said between gritted teeth. 'If he was fifteen feet tall and said he was a giant we'd only have his word for it, wouldn't we?'

'He could be a goblin,' said Twoflower defiantly.

Rincewind looked back at the tiny figure, which was industriously picking its nose.

'Well?' he said. 'So what? Gnome, goblin, pixie - so what?'

'Not a pixie,' said Twoflower firmly. 'Pixies, they wear these sort of green combinations and they have pointy caps and little knobby antenna things sticking out of their heads. I've seen pictures.'

'Where?'

Twoflower hesitated, and looked at his feet. 'I think it was called the "mutter, mutter, mutter."'

'The what? Called the what?'

The little man took a sudden interest in the backs of his hands.

'The Little Folk's Book of Flower Fairies,' he muttered.

Rincewind looked blank.

'It's a book on how to avoid them,' he said.

'Oh no,' said Twoflower hurriedly. 'It tells you where to look for them. I can remember the pictures now.' A dreamy look came over his face, and Rincewind groaned inwardly. There was a special fairy that came and took your teeth away.

'What, came and pulled out your actual teeth - ?'

'No, no, you're wrong, I mean after they'd fallen out, what you did was, you put the tooth under your pillow and the fairy came and took it away and left a rhino piece.'

'Why?'

'Why what?'

'Why did it collect teeth?'

'It just did.'

Rincewind formed a mental picture of some strange entity living in a castle made of teeth. It was the kind of mental picture you tried to forget. Unsuccessfully.

'Ugh,' he said.

Red hats! He wondered whether to enlighten the tourist about what life was really like when a frog was a good meal, a rabbit hole was a useful place to shelter out of the rain, and an owl a drifting, silent terror in the night. Moleskin trousers sounded quaint unless you personally had to remove them from the owner when the vicious little sod was cornered in his burrow. As for red hats, anyone who went around a forest looking bright and conspicuous would do so very, very briefly.

He wanted to say: look, the life of gnomes and goblins is nasty, brutish and short. So are they.

He wanted to say all this, and couldn’t. For a man with an itch to see the whole of infinity, Twoflower never actually moved outside his own head. Telling him the truth would be like kicking a spaniel.

'Sweet whee whee whee,' said a voice by his foot. He looked down. The gnome, who had introduced himself as Swives, looked up. Rincewind had a very good ear for languages. The gnome had just said: 'I’ve got some newt sorbet left over from yesterday.'

'Sounds wonderful,' said Rincewind.

Swives gave him another prod in the ankle.

'The other bigger, is he all right?' he said solicitously.

'He’s just suffering from reality shock,' said Rincewind. 'You haven’t got a red hat, by any chance?'

'What?'

'Just a thought. I know where there’s some food for bigger, said the gnome, and shelter, too. It’s not far.'

Rincewind looked at the lowering sky. The daylight was draining out of the landscape and the clouds looked as if they had heard about snow and were considering the idea. Of course, people who lived in mushrooms couldn’t necessarily be trusted, but right now a trap baited with a hot meal and clean sheets would have had the wizard hammering to get in.

They set off. After a few seconds the Luggage got carefully to its feet and started to follow.

'Psst!'

It turned carefully, little legs moving in a complicated pattern, and appeared to look up.

'Is it goot, bejoinery?' said the tree, anxiously. 'Did it hurt?'

The Luggage seemed to think about this. Every brass handle, every knothole, radiated extreme concentration.

Then it shrugged its lid and waddled away.

The tree sighed, and shook a few dead leaves out of its twigs.
Win a Journey Around the Discworld

* 10 First Prizes
  Signed copies of *The Colour of Magic* and *The Light Fantastic* plus Piranha's *The Colour of Magic* graphic adventure computer game.

* 25 runners-up prizes.

Right, by now you should have read the extract from *The Light Fantastic* and the *Discworld* article. You haven't yet? Well, this competition will wait until you have read them. Go and do it now.

Welcome back. Winning a signed copy of each of Terry Pratchett's books and a copy of Piranha's game is relatively easy for imaginative types like *White Dwarf* readers. All you have to do is list the nine-minus-one or two-times-four Great Spells of the Octavo. All we want are the spell names (like *Eirrad's Technicolour Fish* or something better), not what they are actually likely to do.

Send your list of spells, the type of computer you own (Amstrad CPC 464/CPC664, Commodore 64/128 or Spectrum 48/128 - just so that we send the right version of the Piranha game if you have a machine and want a copy) and your name and address to: *Octavo Competition, White Dwarf*, Games Workshop Design Studio, Enfield Chambers, 14-16 Low Pavement, Nottingham NG1 7DL.

Entries should arrive no later than 14 November 1986.
The Watchers of the Sacred Flame

AN EXCITING MULTI-SYSTEM SCENARIO BY TORTURED SOULS!
WITH REALISTIC SETTINGS FROM ENDLESS PLANS

Yazeran scowled deeply at the orb, peering with one myopic eye at the slender green flame that danced within. He absent-mindedly polished his other eye (a purely cosmetic appliance whose size and hue were a near match for the device before him) on the hem of his ceremonial robes. Replacing this less functional of the crystal spheres in its equally redundant socket, he turned from the table to face his superior.

"While the flame dances, Gnarok still lives!" he stated tersely, "my powers, such as remain, will serve merely to observe and report – I can offer him no assistance."

His companion, bloodstained and weary, lent back against the heavily barricaded door that would soon serve as their last defence against the returning northmen. He nodded slowly. "Then let us hope that we shall survive here and buy him sufficient time to flee from this hellish place. Our army to the south must get that message and intercept their main force, or the northmen will surely escape. If they have time to learn the secrets of the artifact and use it against us, no power on earth will stop them when they next return..."

As if to prove this very point Hadrin was cut short in no uncertain terms, as with a sudden splintering crash a Hennigian axe blade appeared through the door behind his head, signally both his own demise and the return of the northmen. Yazeran, as the last survivor, hastily prepared a defensive spell. Unnoticed, within the orb behind him, a small green flame slowly died...
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**THE WARLOCK OF FIRETOP MOUNTAIN**

A Fighting Fantasy Boardgame
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**THE WARLOCK OF FIRETOP MOUNTAIN**

The locals speak in hushed tones of the Warlock who lurks beneath the mountain, telling stories of the awesome treasures and perilous monsters to be found there. But you are an adventurer, and stories don't frighten you. You've travelled far in search of treasure and fame, and now's your chance to prove yourself. Together with your fellow warriors you must venture deep into the bowels of the earth and vanquish the servants of evil to become lord of Firetop Mountain!

Based upon the astonishingly successful Fighting Fantasy gamebook, Steve Jackson's The Warlock of Firetop Mountain is a truly great game that can be enjoyed by 2 to 6 players. You won't need a degree in calculus to understand the rules, but even the most sophisticated gamers will find endless hours of enjoyment as they stalk the dungeons in search of glory! With its extra-large playing board and clear, colourful counters, The Warlock of Firetop Mountain sets new standards in game design - but above everything else it's simply great fun!

Available from all good games shops. In case of difficulty please contact Games Workshop, Chewton Street, Hill Top, Eastwood, Nottingham, NG16 5HY.

US customers please contact Games Workshop U.S., 8920 Route 108, Columbia, MD 21045, U.S.A.
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A STROLL ACROSS THE DISCWORLD

AD&D Adventures on the Back of a Giant Turtle
(Not forgetting the four elephants)

by Ashley Shepherd

Great A'Tuin the turtle comes, swimming slowly through the interstellar gulf, hydrogen frost on his ponderous limbs, his huge and ancient shell pocked with meteor craters. Through sea-sized eyes that are crusted with rheum and asteroid dust He stares fixedly at the Destination.

Discworld is an interesting place for Advanced Dungeons & Dragons adventures. For a start, it is a bit different from the norm of fantasy worlds. Being flat accounts for some; being a flat world carried on the backs of four great elephants accounts for a bit more; and then, of course, there is Great A'Tuin, the star turtle, who carries the lot on his back.
Before I go any further, I had better admit that a few liberties have been taken in adapting The Colour of Magic and The Light Fantastic to suit the game. Nothing too drastic, just enough to keep players guessing... This, however, isn't a lecture on how to turn the Disc into a D&D or AD&D world. You can treat it as a set of ideas that can be used to set an individual adventure on the Discworld. Setting a whole campaign there is not so simple. Terry Pratchett has wisely decided not to draw a map and limit what he can put in later on. GMs can follow much of the same sort of policy. If the players complain, the new bits of the map were previously hidden by magic, or nobody had ever bothered to map them, or the Hub barbarians had killed everybody who had ever been there... The geography is flexible, OK?

Towards the middle of the so-called civilised world (sort of) is the twin city of Ankh-Morpork, a city with a million smells and lots and lots of thieves, murderers, cutpurses, thugs and bulliesboys. Ankh-Morpork is, however, the ultimate university town - for only there is found Unseen University, the alma mater of all wizards and mages...

But enough of the travelogue. The Discworld is big enough to allow any sort of terrain from tropical islands to artic tundra.

Characters

Not all the D&D character classes fit into the Discworld background. Non-humans and demi-humans cannot be used in a Disc adventure and, to be honest, there isn't a great deal of call for ranger, paladin or cavalier types. Discworld inhabitants are a much more sordid bunch.

Alignment is also largely an irrelevancy on the Disc. Most of the people are, not to put too fine a point on it, Looking Out For Number One. While clerics and druids do exist, and worship the various gods of the Disc (such as the Seven-Handed Sek), they are hardly good. A dramatic human sacrifice is worth its weight in gold (or a reasonable approximation thereof, given that the currency has been 'tweaked' over the years) to any temple cleric. It brings in the worshippers, and puts a bit of fear - sorry, piety - into the hearts of the congregation. Clerics, however, cannot turn the undead, because there aren't any... or are there?

Outside the cities and other civilised bits of the Disc are the barbarians, who are mostly to be found in the Hub regions, where the weather is somewhat chilly. As a result, Hub barbarians are very tough people, and unaffected by low temperatures. Hub barbarians are not as hostile to magic as most AD&D barbarians, but they are still wary of its widespread use. Given the choice between good honest steel and a fancy magical weapon, a barbarian will always take the honest steel (stupid, but there you go...). Credibility in barbarian circles has to be maintained. Interestingly, barbarians who take up adventuring as a career soon learn that nothing beats a good magical blade (or at least the live ones do). Barbarian adventurers can therefore ignore the restrictions on magic in AD&D with respect to one sword. Magic armour is still subject to the normal rules.

Wizards

The most important characters in Disc adventures are the wizards. Magic users, however, have far from an easy life, as promotion within the profession is based solely on the 'dead last in the class' principle. If there's no vacant space on the next rung of the ladder, tough. Of course, there is nothing to stop a wizard indulging in a little premature 'retiring' of his seniors in the Ranks of Wizardry...

In D&D terms, each rank of wizardry equates to three levels of experience. Thus, a first rank character could be 1st-3rd level, a 2nd level wizard would be 4th-6th level and so on. Advancing a level within a rank is no problem, providing the wizard can find a master to teach him the new spells and can earn the experience points (and can avoid all the hazards listed below under Magic). However, making the leap to the next rank requires that killer instinct, the ability to do unto others before the ambitious little underlings do unto you. Every time a player character needs to advance a rank, it is simplest to assume that he or she will have to get rid of a wizard and step into his shoes. Of course, it is also simple to assume that there is an NPC waiting to step into the PC's shoes. There is a 10% (cumulative) chance per month that an attempt will be made on the PC's life. For the purposes of the merry business of promotional assassination (character or otherwise), all wizards are treated as the equivalent level of assassin when attempting to do in (or avoid being done in by) other wizards.

There are eight Orders of Wizardry within Unseen University, each led by a Wizard of the Eighth rank. Promotion to this inner circle of wizardry can only be achieved over the corpses - or ruined reputations if you run to character assassinations - of several rivals.

Magic

Magic on the Disc is strongly associated with the number you get if you add seven and one (a number that must never be said, usually known as 7!), the only number with any real magical significance. Wizardry on the Disc uses octagrams in place of the more normal (in the rest of the multiverse) pentagrams and triangles. Nine minus one can also be a very dangerous number for wizards to mention. It is the number of Bel-Shamharoth (see later), and thus a number to be feared.

Magic is a very powerful force, and can become concentrated in certain locations: ancient libraries, wizard's workrooms, temples and dark places beneath the ground where the Dungeon Dimensions impinge on reality. Spells and magic items used in such places can (at the GM's option) have far greater effects than would otherwise be the case. Any two elements of the spell can be doubled: the range and area of effect, the range and duration etc. This only applies to spells cast from a magically charged area, not to spells cast into one. GMs can also have areas where the magic has been used up, or leached away, and the most powerful fireball produces only a pathetic 'Pftttt...'
Wizards can usually spot areas of magic by the octarine light that surrounds them. Octarine is a kind of off-purple, the extra colour of the spectrum, and visible only to mages and cats. The mapping of these areas of high and low magic concentrations (thaumography) could prove to be an interesting source of adventures, as the Unseen University - and any wizard worth his lizard entrails - would be interested in a mappsroll with that kind of information on it. Such maps might easily show the locations of deposits of octiron as well.

Octiron is a naturally charged magical substance that is the ingredient required to produce any magical item on the Disc. It can be worked into steel to produce magical swords, or into any other substance. It does, however, leak magic in the same way as spell grimoires. By using this substance on it, every bound of material, denatured, inert octiron can be produced. This completely negates all magical effects. A room lined with octiron would be completely mundane - magic simply would not function there.

The other magical substance worth mentioning is sapient pearwood. This what the Luggage is built from. Any object built from sapient pearwood will follow its owner around - and will not be stopped by anything that gets in the way. A sapient pearwood object will also defend itself with whatever force the GM feels is necessary under the circumstances. Such an object will initiate an attack unerringly; if frustrated in its attempts to reach its master (or mistress). Of course, there is no guarantee that the sapient pearwood treasure chest (with all of a character’s worldly possessions in it) is always going to follow the character...

Spells

Let’s face it, the life of a spell is pretty miserable. Spells are kept locked in dusty books for years on end and only allowed out when they are being read by the light of candles made of wax rendered down from Things Best Not Contemplated. They are then immediately shut away in some tatty corner of a dirty old wizard’s mind – somewhere behind the rows and rows of hand-recollected grimoire pages that the old fool never had. Finally, the spell gets said, often accompanied by petitionally suggestive gestures... and often through a tiny tear in frog’s intestines, lizard’s brains, or whatever material bits and pieces the idiot in charge thinks he needs chucked into the air in order to look like a ‘proper wizard’. Pretty unsavoury for the spell, isn’t it?

Most spells can’t do a lot about the situation. Important spells, such as those in the Octavo, the book containing the four times two Great Spells, do have a great deal of influence in who gets to read and say them - and when. Any GM who lets player characters anywhere near such a powerful artefact had better have a good excuse and a new campaign ready, because the Great Octavo Spells (a) are locked in a fortified octiron room deep beneath Unseen University; and (b) are only supposed to be said at the end of the world (sort of) and other times of major crisis.

However, ordinary spells can have their little problems for magicians. Material components and the rituals for spells should be a great deal more elaborate on the Disc. Double the casting time for any spell, and the magician involved requires free arms, hands and must not be gagged. The wizard should have assistants to hold the thurlines, wave wands about and make the whole business mysteriously occult. Proper wizards - that ordinary folk respect as such - make sure that they use plenty of rare and obscure spell components when they are casting spells - octopus toenails, human blood, wind caught at midnight in a sieve - that sort of stuff. Most important of all, the bits must look ‘magicky’, and be in context - every professional wizard has to have a pointy hat (the stars and sequins are optional), a stuffed crocodile hanging from the ceiling, lots of glassware with mysterious substances bubbling away in retorts, big bottles of pickled unnatural animals (and their bits) and that kind of thing. Spells can be cast without any of these extra window dressings, but the process is nowhere near as dramatic and the paying customers feel shortchanged.

Spells also have a certain independence on the Disc. Whenever a wizard dies, all the spells that he has memorised try to get themselves said. There is a 5% chance per level of spell that it will manage to say itself before the (soon to be ex-) spellcaster draws his terminal breath. Spells saying themselves do not need any material components or gestures - they just happen, usually to the severe embarrassment of anybody standing close by. Consider the case of a thaumaturge with three or four fireballs spells which falls accidentally from a balcony and breaks his neck... Pity the poor young lady who was waiting above for her handsome and magical lover, she has just been tried four times over - and her parents' elegantly appointed town house has burned to the ground in a 'mystery blaze'.

The other way spells attempt to avoid the deaths of their masters is infinitely more subtle - and far more fun for sadistic GMs. Once more, the magician dies, but this time the spell leaps from his mind into the passing brain of whoever is nearest. A simple barbarian, for example, could instantly know a couple of wisps spells or, more accurately, they could instantly know him... All spells have an intelligence of their own (INT 11 - spell level). If this is higher than the intelligence of the person who has them in his mind, the spell will have to be coaxed into being said. There is a base 1% chance of persuading a spell that it should be said. Each round, add the brain-owner's intelligence to the percentage chance, as spells have very short attention spans and are only visitors to brains anyway. However, if the spell's victim couldn't have said it anyway - like the stupid barbarian - he is stuck with his magical lodger. Of course, when he dies, the spell might try to say itself then, or leap into somebody else's brain. I told you that this was fun for GMs...

Spell Books

If spells are abstruse, books of spells are really dangerous. Mages write their spells down in their books, and all that magical activity charges the fabric of the book with power. As a result, books, tomes, grimoires and even wizard's shopping lists have to be chained down or caged to stop them flopping about (movement rate 1”).

The other problem with all that magical power is that it tends to leak into the surrounding environment. While this can be useful in 'charging up' a location, it can cause embarrassing mutational problems for those who live in close proximity to such books. Invisible cats, five-headed fish, slight evolutionary regression by librarians (to the point where they are happy swinging through the trees), and the like are all problems associated with magical books. A sure sign that you are approaching a thaumaturgically active book dump is the number of two-headed ogres, tree-nesting sharks and polietax collectors who casually ambush you.
The leakage of magic also results in a tendency to form critical Black Masses, which can (25% + 1% for each level of spell in the books) happen whenever more than two spell books are kept in close proximity on the same shelf, for example. The formation of a Black Mass results in the books involved melting down into a pool of dieweractive slime, eating their way through the floor into the cellar (or deeper), and maybe letting Creatures from the Dungeon Dimensions into the world. This is not very pleasant, and to make matters worse, everybody in town radius of a spell will receive spells of the same level and will start to attack anything that moves.

Wizards, unfortunately suffer a penalty of -1 to their saving throws-they are especially sensitive to the fallout thanks to their long association with magic. Fortunately (for everybody else), wizards don't make excellent eating, having a slightly knowable flavour.

Spell books also have egos (cf. spells), usually I ego point per level of spell in the book. Books will not usually try to take over a wizard, but the odd spell might get the better of the others in a book and leap unbidden, into the mind of a reading wizard, in a similar fashion to the spells in a dying wizard's mind. When this happens-the GM's discretion, of course-any old spell can leap into the magician's grey matter, not just one that he could, theoretically, use. High-level spells are particularly fond of leaping into young wizard's minds, where they can come and cause him comfort and have a quiet, never having to worry about being said. A high-level spell that cannot be cast by its low-level 'victim', also 'elbows aside' any other spells that the wizard knows, and stops him learning anymore until it can be said, written into a book, or the wizard dies.

**Discworld Creatures**

Most natural and magical creatures in the A&D/D&D/D&D/estaries can be found on the Disc. However, the larger creatures and the odder ones-rocs, griffons, chimæras and the like-are not to be found there. There is also a definite lack of humanoid and demi-humans (at least in the bits so far written about). The general grouping of orcs, goblins, dwarves and elves and their variant races just don't exist.

There is a whole sub-group of woodland folk who are close to the traditional idea of pixies, fairies and Wee Folk. They have a grubby existence, constantly on the run from foxes, owls and weasels. Treat them as sprites or pixies without the magical abilities.

With Death in charge of death, it is hardly surprising that undead creatures are a bit thin on the ground. However, don't let that stop you using a little initiative when GMing...

**Death**

The subject of the undead brings us neatly to one of Discworld's most important figures. Death is a gaunt, skeletal figure, who appears as a dry, bleached skeleton in black robes a traditional scythe. Death is only visible to wizards and cats, although sooner or later everybody feels his presence (or that of one of his minions).

Death is in charge of making sure that everybody and everything dies at the proper time and place. Once Death has you in his sight, there is no avoiding him. No matter where you hide, how you protect yourself, or the strength of the resolve on the part of the one that's at that. Finito. Caput. Death is very philosophical about his job, and resigned to the fact that it leads to certain amounts of resentment from people. Death, however, takes a real pride in his job, and all magicians have the right to expect a human call when their times come.

Death, and his minions, Famine, Plague and the rest (Scrofula is the only one mentioned by name) are completely immune to all attacks, spells, and spell-like effects. Their game stats are completely irrelevant, and don't need to be kept. They are always successful. Death is affected by one spell; he can be summoned by the **'Rite of Askh Ente** (treat as a limited effect wish spell that takes several hours to cast when using the full trimmings).

Given that Death is in charge of the dead, spells such as raise dead, animate dead and reincarnation have no effect whatsoever on the Disc. Native spellcasters just don't know them, but characters brought from other worlds will find this out the hard way.

**Bel-Shamharoth**

**Armour Class:** -1
**Hit Dice:** 3000hp
**Move:** 6"n
**Attacks:** up to 7 tentacles/mandibles (plus an extra one) per target (up to 24 tentacles in total)
**Damage:** Special (see below)
**No. Appearing:** 1 (unique)
**Treasure Type:** nil
**Alignment:** Chaotic
**XP Value:** 10,700 + 30/level (at least)

Bel-Shamharoth, the Sender of Eight, the Soul Render (call him what you will) is a creature that is the archetype for all such unnameable nasties from the Dungeon Dimensions. Wizards, who already dabble in the unnatural, are easy prey to him - and he is the main reason why no wizard ever, ever says the word 'Eight' (argghh, I used it... ) if he really can help it.

Bel-Shamharoth is a mass of writhing tentacles, looking something like an animal that is not a real one, and is a thing of the world. He has a base 75% chance of attracting his attention. Bel-Shamharoth will then rise from the depths beneath the earth and from Somewhere Else, and attack the idiot who actually said it to him.

The creature attacks with its tentacles, with which he grabs a prey and attempts to drag it back to his dimension. He also attacks with a force of will, and can do nothing to save themselves. Other characters who attack Bel-Shamharoth do so at 2x hit, thanks to a realisation of the utter futility of doing so. However, all is not lost. For every point of damage caused to Bel-Shamharoth there is a 1% chance that he will release any victim and flee back to Somewhere Else.

Once Bel-Shamharoth has dragged a character back into his dimension (or wherever it is he goes), the life force of that character is totally drained, accompanied by loud, slurry noises and sated guttural sounds. Even if raiseddead spells worked on the Disc, they wouldn't affect the Soul Render had finished.

Finally, Bel-Shamharoth is totally immune to the effects of most spells, except those that cause direct physical damage. All his saves are made as though he were a 25th level MU.

**Dragons**

Discworld dragons are identical to their normal D&D cousins in many respects. They are big. They can fly. They are dragon-shaped. They can read people limb from limb with terrible claws. However, they can't breathe fire and they are actual creatures of pure imagination.

Because they are creatures of imagination, anybody with a bit of wit (who happens to be in an area heavily impregnated with magic) can think one (and only one at a time) into existence. In all respects apart from colour and breath abilities, this dragon will be identical to a red dragon. It will have (Thinker's Int x Thinker's Wis/5) hit dice, and the maximum number of hit points. Its temperament will be broad- ly the same as the person who thought it into existence and the thinker is in constant telepathic communication with his dragon.

A Disc dragon is a faithful and true companion, and will not allow its rider/thinker to come to harm.

**Trolls**

**Armour Class:** -2
**Hit Dice:** 1 - 1000
**Move:** 6n
**Attacks:** see below or 2 fists
**Damage:** see below or 1d4+1 hit dice per fist
**No. Appearing:** Variable (GM's discretion)
**Treasure Type:** see below
**Alignment:** Neutral
**XP Value:** Variable

Disc trolls are a very, very old, silicon-based life form that often appear to the untutored eye, to be no more than rocks and stones. However, the true power of trolls can be judged by the fact that many a Discworld mountain is no more than the rocky remains of a troll.
They are much given to sitting in shadowy chasms and thinking long and hard - and eventually this philosophical preoccupation leads them to become as the rocks on which they sit. They then get quar- ried, turned into footpaths and suffer similar indignities.

They vary in size from no more than pebbles (few inches tall) to mountains and this variation is size is reflected in the number of hit dice that trolls have. Trolls with 1 or 2 hit dice are too small to do any real damage, and so get no attacks whatsoever. Trolls are vulnerable to fire; which makes them slightly molten (AC drops to 3). As a result, they get angry when confronted with fire, and attack at +1. Trolls, by the way, always lose initiative.

They are vulnerable to somemagic, such as rock to mud and dig, which cause 2-9 minus 1 damage per level of the spellcaster. When a troll is finally killed (and Disc trolls do not regenerate), it shatters into gravel, and there is a 1% chance per hit dice that the trolls inwards will hold 1-4 gems worth 2d9 (minus 1) x100gp.

TOURIST CLASS

Plotlines for Discworld Adventures

These plots are simple outlines of possible adventures for Discworld based adventures, and they are meant to be altered and expanded by GMs into some sort of full-blown affair. If you are changing them, have fun, because some naughty players have probably read this bit as well...

Death's Men

Sooner or later, Death catches up with nearly everybody. It's a big job, and Death can't always handle it all, so his assistants - Plague, Famine, Scofendale and the rest get to handle some of the extra cases, but even then they can't handle the occasional massive war on the whole system...

Take a good outbreak of disease. Or have a good outbreak of disease, and make sure that the player characters catch it, in a fatal sort of way. Not so good for the player characters, and even Death finds disease a bit of a pain; so many people to be killed and their souls collected. The opportunity is there for 'empearing,' and dead player characters fill the job description remarkably well; hard working, healthy (sort of), willing to anything for another lease of life.

The deal is simple. Death will give them all their lives back again if they help him out with a bit of dead-collecting. All the PCs will get nice black robes to wear, expenses, transport suitably spectral horses and a guarantee of extra life if they do the job properly. The dead-collecting to be done? Very simple. The Supreme Master of the Arcane Order of Prestidigitators and Luminaries is getting on a bit. Normally Death would go after him, but things being what they are with the rampant disease... the player characters get to go. Death isn't bothered about how the player characters get to their target, just that it should happen at Small God's Eve. This gives them about one week to prepare if you're feeling generous - and one day if you're not. The player character's deaths aren't made any easier by the fact that they are still corporeal. No ectoplasmic sneaking about are going to be allowed on this mission!

And this is where the problems start. While Supreme Master Geremon Stoolknaver is getting on a bit, he is far from actually being ready to die. In fact, he is quite attached to life and has no wish to depart. He has taken no active precautions specifically against Death, just the normal ones that any prudent wizard takes against ambitious underlings. Normal ones are all he should need to take, with heavy-footed not-quite-dead player characters stumbling about. Geremon's work-

room and living quarters are littered with traps and alarm spells; he prepares all his own food; he sleeps very lightly; and to top it all, he exerts some sort of weird psychic field into the surrounding area.

This finally becomes the ultimate in all the wish for the old codger. Weapons aimed with the utmost precision seem to just miss. Spells mysteriously go "Pifflie..." The strongest poisons always get poured into the wrong cup of mulled wine. Geremon owes it all to a small amulet that he always wears, dedicated to The Lady (of Luck). Take that from him, and his powers of luck manipulation are gone. Finding that he such an amulet is obviously a key to success, but then there is the minor problem of actually doing him in. Take it from here...

The Room

Sounds quite sinister, doesn't it? In actual fact, the room is quite harmless in itself, just a chamber at the back of the Unseen University library, hidden behind the bound minutes of the Catering Committee. Used as a storage cupboard for the book issues of The Enchanters' Almanac, Wizard's Onlyand Spell the tabletops of Wizardry, the room has been ignored and forgotten. It is what is in the room that causes problems...

Many years ago one of the librarians (who was in the process of metamorphosing into a frog) happened to leave a spellbook in there. One spell book wouldn't normally have made much difference, but the leakage of magic from the book into pages of magazines that were fended by octarine-stained fingers has proven to be quite dangerous. The fabric of reality within the room is become completely charged with dweomeractive power, as the individual magazines (not in themselves completely magical) have given up their bits of power under the influence of the book.

And then the stupid mouse wandered in, looking for something more tasty than minute-binding to sustain it. A tentative nibble at Volume Nine minus one issue 13 was the last thing it managed - as a mouse. In a haze of octarine-coloured sparks the mouse was metamorphosed into something altogether nastier, with a hint of a Thing from the Dungeon Dimensions about it. Now bloated with magical power and a lot bigger than it had been before - the ex-mouse withdrew into the darkest corner of the room, and waited.

Wizards who work through into the small hours have started disappearing. Only their vaguely chewed notes remain. And then the disappearances start to occur beyond the confines of the Library. People vanish from the great kitchens, the cellars, the surrounding streets and the local hostries. No indication of the fate of the victims is ever found, although occasionally - and obviously this is completely irrelevant fact - dead cats keep turning up around the Unseen University as well.

The player characters can get involved in any number of ways: The Thieves Guild get a bit worried that several of their members have not returned from simple assignments near the Unseen University; a PC magic user loses his current master one evening while they are in the book stacks; the player characters see something large and bulbous scuttle off into the drains; or all of the above.

The player characters have to then track the creature back to its lair. They must persuade the Heads of the Orders of Wizardry that the dangers lie within the walls of the University, and that they should be let into the Library to deal with it. The player characters could, of course, ignore protocol and deal with the matter directly - but then the Wizards will take a dim view of adventurers running around without their permission and defend the Library. In the process, of course, the creature will be defended as well...

And then what powers has the mouse developed? What has eating wizards and their spells done to and for the creature? Has it made contact with the Things from the Dungeon Dimensions? What shape is it now? And how can the player characters regard the threat from a mouse as serious...
Introduction:
The Adventure

This is an adventure for use with 5-8 Traveller characters. This adventure is designed specifically for use with scientist characters (and those with scientific skills), so you will need a copy of Citizens of the Imperium, and you might find a copy of Book 4: Mercenary useful.

Each scientist character involved in the mission can be given a speciality subject reflecting the work that the character has already done in scientific circles. On mustering out, a scientist character can choose one speciality area eg archaeology, astronomy, astrophysics, botany, chemistry, geology, mineralogy, psychology, xenopsychology (alien behaviour) or zoology. You may add any other skills to this list. These specialities are not the same as skills levels, although they can be used in a similar way: a xenopsychologist could get a bonus when trying to use Liaison skill on a Vargr, or an astronomer could get a bonus when using Navigation skill.

Background 2: The Task

The location of the starting point of the adventure is left to your discretion, but it should be towards the Zhodani-Imperial frontier. Ideally, at least one of the player characters (PCs) should be well-connected within the scientific community. The PCs will be approached by Flynn Spectros, the Assistant Director of the Makin Institute, a research establishment specializing in disease and viral infections. He will explain that the Institute is currently hiring short-contract personnel for an investigative venture into unmapped territory, and that their names have been put forward (by an NPC acquaintance) as reliable and trustworthy. He will ask the PCs to attend an interview with the Institute’s Director, Dr Casey Morello.

When the PCs present themselves at the Makin Institute, Morello exchanges a few pleasantries and demonstrates a knowledge of each character’s background (he has read their files). He then moves on to the true reason for the meeting. A survey team investigating the neutral territory between the Zhodani Consulate and the Imperium recently stumbled across a mystery on the planet Syleria. A child - from one of the nearby tribal villages - wandered into the team’s base camp and collapsed. After running tests and doing a great deal of computer research, the team doctor determined that he was suffering from Decal Tectitis and a number of secondary infections.

Morello will explain that Decal Tectitis is a very rare disease that affects embryos, damaging the immune system so that children with the disease rarely survive to adulthood, and occasionally causing slight physical malformations (slit-eyes being the most prevalent). Only one previous outbreak of the disease has ever been recorded - and that was in the Sasco star system 170 years ago. Why DT should now reappear on a low tech world such as Syleria, which has no contact with Sasco, is a mystery.

Morello is particularly concerned that the outbreak should not follow the pattern on Sasco, where an entire generation of children was put at risk. Speed is vitally important in dealing with the problem hence the need for outsiders, rather than already-assigned Institute staff, to handle the task of finding the source of the infection and stopping it spreading around the planet. This apparently straightforward task is complicated by the fact that some of the governments (such as they are) of Syleria object strongly to Imperial interference in their affairs... Landing on the world will have to be done via air raft, so as not to strengthen Zhodani influence. Landing permission has not been obtained as yet, so the PCs will have to avoid contact with all but affected native groups until this is forthcoming. Imperial diplomacy may well be too slow to avoid a disaster... and the Sylerians may have their own reasons for making sure that DT spreads among the primitive tribesmen.

The PCs will be assigned to one of the Institute's Laboratory (type L) ships, the Tycho Brahe, complete with an NPC crew (who will take no part in the adventure). The Institute will also supply any equipment (within reason) that PCs feel is necessary. Full copies of all the Institute’s library data files will be made available to the PCs as well. The PCs will be paid Cr5,000 per month, with a Cr10,000 bonus if they manage to halt the disease within one month. Furthermore, the Institute will pay for any valid additions to its computer files, giving a further potential bonus of Cr25,000 on completion of the mission.

Morello will, however, fail to mention that the original survey team disappeared without a trace before they could transmit any more details of their discovery...

Background 3: GM’s Explanation

Silent Runner Project Library Data: An Imperial research project initiated during the Third Frontier War, researching into long distance jump technology using controlled nuclear explosions. The project was abandoned when two experimental ships, the Silent Runner and the Storm Runner, misjumped and were lost. End Data.

The outbreak of DT is the direct result of an event some 200 years before, during the Third Frontier War. The Silent Runner project did produce a series of space vessels which were capable of Jump-6 or (theoretically) better. The power for such jumps was provided by small, controlled nuclear explosions using the weak nuclear substance curium peractate 205. The project showed great promise, despite the high cost of manufacturing curium 205, until the Silent Runner and Storm Runner misjumped on their maiden voyages. Research funds were immediately reallocated and both both the ships were logged as ‘lost, presumed destroyed’...
The Silent Runner crashed on Sasco, in the middle of a desert, and was eventually discovered by a band of nomads, who salvaged many ship components. By doing this they were also exposed to curium 205, which causes the mutations that give rise to Decal Tectitis. The nomads, now carriers of DT, spread the disease to the rest of Sasco, and the epidemic was eventually stopped only by strict quarantine measures. No connection has ever been made between the loss of the Silent Runner and Decal Tectitis outbreak.

The crew of the Storm Runner survived their misjump and managed to reach Syleria, only to be killed when the manoeuvre drive failed during their landing approach. The tribesmen living near the crash site on Syleria hailed the arrival of the ‘star’ as a sign of favour from their gods, and took the power plant - which survived intact - as a gift from the gods to be a totem at the centre of their village. Unfortunately, over the years the plant’s protective systems have degraded and its radioactive core material has leaked into the environment. It is this build-up of curium that has caused the outbreak of DT.

Over the years the power plant has been decorated and painted to such a degree that it is nearly unrecognisable. The memory of the crash, rather than as ‘the time when the gods came’ has faded from the tribesmen’s minds.

The PCs will have to consider ingenuity to find the source of the outbreak, but to add a further complication, a Zhodani CORE team are preparing the way for a full-scale mining operation. They killed the Institute’s survey party in the mistaken belief that they were testing for valuable minerals.

Background 4: Decal Tectitis

Decal Tectitis Library Data: A rare disease affecting only the foetus in the womb. The only reported occurrence was the Sasco Epidemic in which over 1,000 individuals were affected. The disease causes disfigurement and immune system failure. Causes unknown. End Data.

DT is unusual in that it involves two separate afflictions. It is originally contracted through exposure to curium peractate 205. This mutates cells and damages the body’s immune system. This, in turn, allows viral infections already present to mutate. As a result, adults who contract DT become carriers of the secondary disease, and a slightly more vulnerable to infections than would otherwise be the case (DM of -2 when rolling to avoid or recover from infections), but when DT is passed on by contact with the mother (6+) to unborn children the effect is far more dramatic. The embryo is born with a maximum Endur of 6, and a DM of -3 where diseases and infections are involved.

Anyone can become a carrier by exposure to curium 205, but the full version of the disease (which is also infectious to embryos) can only be contracted by embryos. This complex pattern of infection can result in a very rapid spread of the disease in a primitive culture with a high birth rate. Once a victim has the disease he can be cured on a 11+ (DM -1 per Medic skill level). A cured patient will no longer be infective, but will still suffer the effects of immune system damage. Re-exposure to curium 205 will turn a victim into a carrier once again.

Background 5: Syleria

Syleria (X765400 TL2) Library Data: TAS Red Zone. A minor autonomous world outside Imperial government and no official offplanet trade except with governments of several nearby worlds which supply goods to order. Politically, the planet drifts continually between the Zhodani Consulate and the Imperium, but is currently non-aligned. The planet can be broadly split into two regions: the polar regions are relatively settled, while the tropical areas of the planet are inhabited by tribal groups who resist all attempts to integrate them into any form of government. End Data.

Syleria is a galactic backwater whose alignment depends on well-greased palms and development aid. It has no trade to speak of, and offworld contact is limited to a small area around a ‘starport’ in the northern polar region, which is TL4 (in places). This area (and the southern polar region) are where the bulk of the planetary population is found, governed by a variety of petty statelets vying for power, while a single central council handles offworld dealings.

The tropical belt is inhabited by primitive tribesmen. The number of tribes and their distribution is simply an unknown. The best current estimates are 80,000 tribesman in total, but this figure is a serious underestimate by a factor of at least 100. The tribes have varying degrees of technology, from the very primitive and degenerating cultures (who can no longer produce fire) to relative sophistication at TL1-2.

The PCs will have no trouble in reaching Syleria, leaving the Tycho Brahe in orbit with the NPC crew, and descending to the surface in an air raft. The obvious place to land is at the site of the reported outbreak of DT.

Adventure Data 6: The Site of Outbreak

You should refer to Module 7: The Map, in conjunction with this section.

1. Crater - Formed by the crash of the trash Storm Runner, over the years the edges of this crater have have crumbled until it is now no more than a circular dip in the ground. The crater will be obvious when the river floods as it will become a perfectly circular lake. It is regarded as a holy site by the Marishet tribe, and they will be reluctant to let the PCs go near it. See Adventure Data 9: The Marishet Tribe for more details of the tribesmen.

2. The Missile - By a miracle a single missile was thrown clear of the cash site and buried in subsequent floods to a depth of 10 feet. It will show up on any metal detector survey. Digging anywhere within a 2 metre radius of it may (8+) cause it to explode (2D damage to all within 10 metres). It can be defused on a 9+ (DMs: +1 per level of Gunnery, Electronics or Jack-of-T skill).

3. Corpse - This body (the name tag reads ‘Paul Andersen’) is all that remains of one of the Institute’s survey team. He has been dead for some two weeks, and the cause of death was two bullet wounds, clearly visible through the tattered remains of his coverall. An autopsy will reveal the two ACR bullets, fired by the Zhodani team members, still lodged in the chest cavity. The rest of the survey party are buried a short distance away.

4. The Burial Chamber - These short tunnels are reserved for Marishet chiefs and their worldly possessions. Any interference with the burial area is a crime to the tribesmen, punishable by death - which the tribesmen believe will come from the ‘curse’ of the dead chieftains. The air in the tunnel is heavily tainted with poisonous spores that will infect any unprotected PC. These will be fatal within 1 week unless the PC recovers (11+, DMs +3 if Medical skill used, +1 in Endur 9+, +1 if exposed for less than 5 minutes).
A WORLD OF
PERILOUS ADVENTURE.
Jirkson the lawyer leaned over the desk and fixed the wild-eyed figure before him with a piercing stare.

"Henrich Gotter you are charged with the foul murder of Johannes Batres, notable physician and respected member of the town council. Unless you can prove your innocence you will be taken out and hanged."

Gotter's eyes narrowed until they were little more than slits, his lips twisted into a sneer as he spoke in a loud rasping voice.

"You dare accuse me of murder? When it is you who are the murderers and servants of Chaos. Long have I watched you. Always you hid behind your aura of respectability, but you did not fool me."

While he spoke Gotter's hands stabbed the air in front of him pointing at those he accused. All the time the light of fanaticism burnt fiercely in his eyes, making some of those present squirm uncomfortably in their seats.

"That is enough, Gotter," Jirkson interrupted. "You are here to stand trial, not accuse your betters of witchcraft. I do not know what other folk allow in their towns, but here, you cannot murder people simply because you suspect them of some misdemeanour."

Gotter's body shook with strange convulsions and spittle formed around his lips.

"Misdemeanours! I accuse no one of misdemeanours! You are all damned by those foul gods you worship. You and the others like you. You all fall prey to Chaos' silver tongue and promises of earthly power."

Gotter's thin white hands shook with rage as he gripped the bar before him and his voice rose to a shriek. "Fools! You are all fools. I have seen the true face of Chaos. I have looked upon its twisted abominations and mindless spawn, and remained whole." His menacing glare swept the room, and all his hatred.

"You will bring the doom of Chaos down upon us. You masquerade as protectors of the town while harbouring the foul fiends in your homes. But I won't let you, I'll deal with you like I dealt with Batres and the others." Gotter leapt forwards, his hands reaching for Jirkson's throat. The lawyer stepped out of reach as the guards beat Gotter senseless.

Elves began to appear in his dream. They moved north into the woodlands where they cultivated and nurtured the trees. But the elves' time there was cut short by the appearance of the metal birds above their villages. As the elves ran for cover the birds swept down and picked them from the earth with their shining beaks. Soaring into the sky they flew westwards to where green islands sat in a bright blue sea. Here the birds disgorged the elves and more of the strange amphibians. Gotter's mind reeled as he saw elves copying the ways of the amphibians, soon tall towers reached up into the sky as the elves mastered the frog-beings' magic.

The vision wavered and dwarfs cut their way through the rocks of the earth. Above ground, human savages hunted across the plains and in the once-zen woods.

"Then the horror broke loose."

The dark polar lights erupted into fountains of mindless insanity. Horrible forms shot into the air and fell writhing to the earth. There, gibbering mounds of slime exploded into thousands of shrieking forms. Huge tentacled horrors squirmed and writhed around the poles as the dark lights sped down into the planet. Then, like an insane flood the squirming mass swelled up out of the poles and swept south and north across the globe. Dark bridges burst outwards into space, reaching into other dimensions and bringing more horrors howling into the world. They flowed outwards, devouring each other and splitting into many diverse forms. Some maintained stable forms, but others metamorphosed into thousands of different shapes and deformities before Gotter's eyes. The sky turned black as dark dust filled the sky carrying the filth from the poles....

Gotter screamed, his mind cracking under the scenes that assailed his tortured brain. He lurched forwards, hoping to flee the terrors of his vision, only to struggle uselessly against his chains.

Woken from his slumber, the gaoler fumbled for his lamp as he dragged his twisted body to where Gotter danced and howled.

"Shut your bloody screaming!" he yelled, hitting Gotter across the mouth. "Save it for the gaolers!"

Gotter convulsed under the blow and his head snapped round. Drool trickled down his chin mingling with the blood from his freshly cut lip. His lips moved but only a low moaning emerged. His eyes glazed over and Gotter collapsed into his chains. Satisfied that the prisoner would be quiet, the gaoler returned to his chair and dreams of endless ale.

Within his scrambled brain Gotter knew, as he had always known since first experiencing the dream, that he was witnessing the coming of Chaos to the world. The amphibians had tapped into other dimensions and unwittingly released the "things" that lurked there into the world. Now they swarmed down from the poles, threatening to engulf the world.
But Gotter also saw that which gave him hope. Through the dimensional rifts at the poles came creatures of light and beauty. Were they opponents of the fiends, or just one more form of Chaos? Whatever they were, they fought the demons, singlumind in their purpose.

Uncountable battles raged across the world as the Chaos forms fought amongst themselves and against other beings. As the forces of Law and Chaos battled, the Chaos stuff around the poles ebbed and flowed like some insane tide, Chaos dust fell from the skies accompanied by the warstones - denser chunks of pure Chaos. Great changes were wrought in the young race of humanity and the dwarfs too were affected. Even the mighty amphibians were not safe from the cataclysm they had wrought - their civilization collapsed and vast amounts of their lore and magic perished. Only the elves seemed to be able to resist the changes wrought by Chaos, they allied themselves with many of the new entities, worshipping some and directing others by means of their magic.

Elvish ships appeared on the sea, trading with the dwarfs - until the seeds of Chaos bore fruit in a bitter war between them. The war was hard and both sides suffered badly. The elves withdrew to their isles and the depleted dwarfs claimed a victory, but the age of prosperity was over. The lands to the east of the dwarfs’ mountain homes exploded into fuming volcanoes and hordes of goblins and demons poured out of the newly created darklands into the mountains. Many dwarfs were driven from their homes in the ensuing battles and fled to more distant mountain ranges. Gotter saw Chaos sweep down over the northern dwarfs, perverting their souls and turning them to worship of Chaos Gods.

But Gotter knew that of all the races, humanity was the most affected by the force of Chaos. His vision showed the savage mutations wrought by the Chaos dust and warstones as they rained down on the helpless humans. Beastmen appeared - disgusting amalgams of man and beast. Other humans revealed in the strength that Chaos brought them, worshipped the more powerful Chaos creatures as gods. Bands of Chaos warriors slaughtered all in their paths and left waste to vast tracts of land in the service of their new gods.

In areas more remote from the poles, the Chaos dust wrought less immediate changes, but it did imbue humanity with the lust for power, conquest and riches. A trait that Gotter knew would be the race’s downfall if it was not stamped out.

This search had taken him to the northern borders, where he had fought against powerful Chaos incursions which threatened to overrun the Empire’s northern expanses.

After the fighting was over Gotter headed south to seek for Chaos agents within the Empire itself. So prolific and bold had they become, that their power was easy to find. Some had the mark as clear as day - mishapen limbs or animal-like heads. Others were not so easily discovered, their deformities were slight, easily concealed by their clothes. Worst of all were the ones without visible signs, whose corruption lay deep within them.

Behind locked doors the Chaos spawn worshipped their foul gods and sacrificed all who fell into their grasp. They plotted and schemed with creatures so foul that Gotter’s blood ran cold at the thought. The rot of Chaos lay deep within the Empire, eating into its very soul. Now that he had been caught there was no one to stop the cancer from spreading.

frustrated by his captivity. Gotter howled and struggled against his chains. The jailor woke with a start and brandishing a club advanced on Gotter. Before the blow landed, the cell door opened revealing Jurkson’s menacing silhouette.

“You may go, Boris.” Jurkson said, throwing a small pouch of coins to the floor, gesturing impatiently towards the door. The jailor, bowing obsequiously low, scooped up the pouch and left. “Well, witch hunter, it seems you caught more than you reckoned for. Please do not struggle, you will not have long to wait.”

The sound of grinding stone filled the room as a panel swung out from the wall. A large rat snout appeared around the stone’s edge. Two red eyes peered down a scarred snout at Jurkson and Gotter. The colour drained from Jurkson’s face and his hands began to tremble. “Welcome master. I have the one you want.” The rat creature moved over to Gotter who spat defiantly in its face.


The stone slammed back into place and Jurkson shuddered. He raised a shaking hand to mop cold beads of sweat from his brow and headed for the door. Gotter was a menace. Likely to expose them all. But did anyone deserve to be handed over to the Skaven? Leaving the cell he adjusted his robes, taking care to cover his tail. Gotter was gone, but there would be others....
All the information and rules required to gamemaster adventures in any one of the myriad settings of the Old World. Includes full details of the original, fast-moving combat system with detailed critical hits system and a complete scenario to introduce the Old World to both players and gamemasters.

A complete listing of over 130 character skills, from Acrobatics to Wrestling, uniquely quantifying each adventure. The book also details over 150 spells for magic users of all kinds, from Clerics to Necromancers.

BACKGROUND

The above is only part of the background of the new Warhammer Fantasy Role-Play game. A game in which the player characters are plunged into a brooding medieval world where nightmares come true and malignant entities stalk darkened streets. In many towns strange rituals take place behind closed doors, safe from the eyes of prying neighbours or those of the ever-vigilant watch. Dark gods, whose very forms are an abomination, are worshipped by those who seek an easy route to power or are easily swayed by glib promises of wealth.

Warhammer Fantasy Role-Play is set in the same world as that already known and loved by thousands of Warhammer Fantasy Battle gamers. The rulebook covers the area known as the Old World in detail, and this is where the characters will start, although projected supplements will cover the rest of the Known World in due course.

The Old World has a rich and colourful background - one where many types of adventure are possible. Orcs and Goblins are constantly threatening to cross the World's Edge Mountains from the Dark Lands. Petty kings and robber barons squabble constantly among themselves in the Border Princes. The armies of Chaos raid the Grand Duchy of Kislev, and its agents work in more subtle ways among the cities of the central and western Old World, preying on those who seek an easy path to wealth and power.

Adventures can range from back-and-slay raids on Goblin bases to nerve-racking investigations of dark and blasphemous cults, from exploring uncharted wilderness to stopping the political machinations of the agents of the Chaos gods. For those who like their carnage on a grand scale, the game is compatible with the Warhammer Fantasy Battle rules, and can deal with invasions, revolts and full-scale wars.

THE CHARACTERS

Warhammer Fantasy Role-Play offers a unique character system with over 100 careers, reflecting the full colour and variety of the Old World setting. A player can choose
4 major career groups are divided into over 100 Character Careers from Alchemist to Wrecker, all illustrated and catalogued with full description, Trappings and Skills lists and potential Advanced Careers.

Extensive background information for the Old World is presented in the rules covering Religion, Geography, Politics, History and an exhaustive Bestiary of the creatures, beasts and denizens of this unique fantasy mythos.

whether a character will be a skilled Warrior, a hardy Ranger, a wily Rogue, or a respected Academic the Basic Career shows the character’s background and gives a range of skills acquired during the character’s past life. A Warrior can come from a military background as a Soldier or Mercenary, or have learnt basic fighting skills as a Bodyguard or an Outlaw; a Ranger might have spent some time as a Hunter or Trapper, or might have plied the waterways as a Boatman; a Rogue might have made a living as a Footpad, an Entertainer or even a Tomb Robber, while an Academic may have been apprenticed to an Artisan, such as a Smith or Carpenter, a Merchant, or even an Alchemist or Wizard.

Having chosen to become an adventurer, the character is able, by gaining and spending experience points, to develop new skills and enter new Advanced Careers. The Warrior may become a renowned Mercenary Captain or a proud Knight; the Ranger may become a feared Bounty Hunter or a bold Highwayman; the Rogue may become a wily Forger, a brutal Racketeer, or a cunning Chariatan; while the Academic may become a sought-after Physician, a fabulously rich Merchant, or a powerful Wizard. The possibilities are almost unlimited, and no two characters will ever be alike.

The career system allows characters to progress in power and knowledge without forcing them into abstract, confining or stereotypical roles - players have a real say in how their characters develop. The system works for any style of play - it can either be handled abstractly, simply allowing players to enter new professions. Or it could be played out as part of a gaming session, with a player character having to find a teacher or convince a local guild that he or she is a suitable candidate for membership.

The nonhuman races have their own distinctive cultures, careers, and history; they are much more than just humans with pointed ears or short legs. Elves, Dwarfs and Halflings all have their own strengths and weaknesses, carefully balanced and consistent with the Old World background.
THE GAME

Warhammer Fantasy Role-Play uses a system of game mechanics which is both fast and easy to play while capable of great flexibility and detail. Most situations are dealt with using a system of percentage-based characteristic tests, modified by a range of over 100 skills, and the referee (Gamesmaster or GM) can modify the tests further to reflect the precise complexities of the situation.

With each career comes new skills and the opportunity to increase a character’s abilities. Skills are tied to ability scores, so the better the ability score the more chance a character has of using a skill successfully. As each career allows a character to improve his or her abilities they also increase the chances of successfully using a skill.

To progress in Warhammer Fantasy Role Play a character needs to spend experience points. These points are awarded for good roleplaying and for reaching objectives; not just for simply killing monsters, encouraging characters to come up with novel ways of overcoming problems.

Once earned, experience points can be spent on increasing abilities, though the abilities which can be increased are dependent on the career the character is currently following - a mercenary can increase abilities related to combat but little else, while a wizard is limited to academic and magic related abilities. Those characters dissatisfied with their current career can (by spending experience points) enter new career paths, so characters who wish to, may experience all four career classes.

COMBAT

Combat is fast, detailed and extremely bloody, with a unique set of Critical Hit Tables - designed by Rick (Chainsaw) Priestley - that will make the most foolhardy adventurers think twice.

Armour absorbs damage inflicted on a character, and is worn at various hit locations: wearing a chainmail shirt does not protect the legs or head, greaves and a helmet are needed to protect these areas. Even with armour, sooner or later characters are going to take damage and wound points. When these reach zero the character is not automatically killed, but any additional damage is likely to cause crippling wounds or death. The Critical Hit system cross-references the amount of additional damage to the body part hit. This can result in instant death, the loss of limbs or merely unconsciousness. Once wound points are down to zero or one, character(s) with a desire to live are advised to run screaming for cover.

However, characters are destined for greater things than to die an ignoble death at the hands of a marauding ogre. During character generation, characters gain Fate Points which can be spent to offset death. Additional Fate Points can be earned during adventures but only for acts that further a character’s alignment or religion. Characters may be fated, but the gods may soon dispair of reckless characters, and once the Fate Points are gone death can be very final.

MAGIC

The magic system is very diverse and highly-detailed, with nine classes of spells ranging from the Petty Magic of the lowly Apprentices to the powerful Battle Magic of experienced Wizards. Characters following the wizard career path can elect to become elementals, illusionists, demonologists or even necromancers.

Clerics and Druids are completely integrated into the Old World, with fully-defined deities and doctrines. They are closely tied to their deities and must ensure that they observe the strictures required for proper worship. In return they receive a wide range of magical powers and other benefits unique to their religion.

THE PACKAGE

Warhammer Fantasy Role-Play comes in a hardback book with 8 colour plates and profuse interior art by Tony Ackland. It contains everything you need to play the game (except for dice), and features The Oldenhalter Contract, a starter scenario by Richard Halliwell, which has been specially designed for the inexperienced GM, but which hardened RPGers will find equally satisfying and entertaining. All this, plus a coupon entitling you to a free set of dice.

THE FUTURE

Warhammer Fantasy Role-Play will be supported by an extensive range of modules, supplements and campaign packs, opening up new areas of the Known World and exploring parts of the Old World in detail. Many will also be useable with the Warhammer Fantasy Battle rules, developing Warhammer into the most complete and enjoyable fantasy game available.

Bursting onto the unsuspecting world are two adventures which reveal the innermost mysteries of the Empire.
Shadows Over Bogenhafen
On the surface, Bogenhafen is just another bustling market town, but all is not as it seems. From the market and fair of the Schaffenfest, the players are drawn into a series of mysteries, slowly uncovering evidence of a sinister organisation whose roots run deeper than appears on the surface. The tentacles extend deep into the society of the town, and in order to save Bogenhafen - the adventurers must tread a fine line, infiltrating society without arousing suspicion, sorting the guilty from the innocent, the misguided, and the deceived, and purging the canker from the highest levels of society.

This is the first adventure set in the Empire and continues the The Enemy Within campaign.

The Enemy Within - A Guide To The Empire
The Empire - greatest of all the realms of the Old World. Its four mighty city states are not just bustling trading centres, but important centres of learning, culture, and religion. In his towered palace in Altidorf, Emperor Karl-Franz I holds court - and ponders the growing shadow that lurks on the north-eastern frontier.

Included in this supplement are, guidelines for running The Enemy Within Campaign, information on Orders of Knighthood, Religious Orders, local customs, political structures and much more.

This pack is a must for all Warhammer players. It forms both the backdrop and the basis of an epic campaign that will lead the bold adventurers into an awesome confrontation with the Forces of Chaos.

Realm of Chaos
There are those whose very souls belong to Chaos, beings who fight for the glory of Chaos, creatures who clearly bear Chaos' mark. They travel the Chaos wastes, fighting each other and occasionally pouring down to raid civilised lands. Realm of Chaos describes these Chaos spawn, enabling them to be used as player characters or as enemies to threaten more civilised characters.

Blood For The Blood God - a battle pack for use with Realm of Chaos
The army is camped in the Chaos wastes preparing to raid the Empire, but dissension is growing and blood must be spilled before the differences can be resolved. Scheme and battle your way to supremacy of the Chaos army in this unique adventure which combines the Warhammer Fantasy Role-Play rules with the Warhammer Fantasy Battle Rules.
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Dark tendrils of mist crept slowly over the dockside, and coiled sinuously around the rotted moorings. Dim lights appeared over the top of the jetty accompanied by a faint creaking and a repulsive slavering face. With a shriek of terror, the adventurers turned and fled......
are now addicts. 1 kilo of fungus could be sold for about Cr500, and there is enough fungus to harvest 60 kilos around the hill.

H. Religious Areas - These are areas and object of special significance for the tribe, and they will be extremely displeased if the tribe if the PCs desecrate them: H1 the tallest tree in the area; H2 the statues along the river bank; H3 the ship's power plant; H4 a strangely shaped boulder on top of the hill; H5 the crash crater; and H6 the tribal burial chambers.

Adventure Data 8: Encounters

Roll 1D every day, on a 1 or 2 one of the encounters given below (your choice) occurs. You should use encounters 3-6 only once.

1 The PCs meet a hunting party of 2D tribesmen.
2 The PCs see flickering lights in the marsh at night. Anyone who enters the marsh at night will become lost and trapped on a roll of 3- on without adequate lighting. The flickering lights will be constantly out of reach, and will disappear after 1-6 hours.
3 The PCs encounter a lone native who is suffering from DT. He is an outcast from the tribe, although he has not been discovered by the Zhodani. He will be cautious, but very afraid.
4 Jenna Stannis (UPP 86A578, Hunting-2, Air raft-1, Laser rifle-1, Survival-1; armed with a laser rifle), a professional hunter, will land at the PCs' camp in her air raft, accompanied by two local guides. She is based 90km to the east, and has come this far in search of good herd of grazing animals. Her visit is a simple courtesy call, but it may develop into more as the Marishet will attack her guides (who are from another tribe).
5 A plastic container blows into the PC's camp (as above, area 10).
6 One or two of the PCs are attacked by a local carnivore (1 killer 200kg 22/11 none 17 as pike A4 F5 S1). The creature also suffers from DT.

Adventure Data 9: The Marishet Tribe

The Marishet tribe have lived in this area on Syleria for nearly 500 years as hunter-gatherers and primitive farmers. They are deeply religious and have a tight social system, a religious oligarchy based around the chief and his immediate family. This has kept the tribe stable over the years, but has stopped any other advancement - religious tradition crushes new ideas as they appear. Crops are sown by hand, and simply harvested when they appear ripe. Most food comes from the herds of grazing animals. They are, however, brilliant craftsmen, as their statues and other carved objects show. They are also adept at using the natural material around them, and the tribesmen can produce a large number of poisons, narcotics, and even a slow drug. They are also masters of assassination techniques when using poisonous animals - and any PC who gets on their wrong side should check his bed and boots for scorpions!

Recently the tribe has become divided between traditionalists and the lesser families who want change to a council system. The arguments have been exacerbated by the Zhodani who, by one means or another, have sabotaged all attempts at reconciliation. The tension in the villagers - though not its cause - will be obvious to any observer.

The tribe has 114 male members (89 of fighting age) and 119 females (92 of whom could fight), divided into twelve family groups, although four of these extended families account for 80% of the population. Their weapons are crude, as they have no metals other than gold available to them, often no more than flint tipped spears and arrows. Those tribesmen of high social standing have sharpened teeth and tooth-edged swords as well. Other weapons include clubs, slings, or even preserved animal feet on sticks. The tribesmen have little use for armour, and only the chief and his immediate family wear leathers (mesh-1).

In battle those of fighting age attack without fear, while others run around the field administering the coup de grace to wounded enemies. All will be under the influence of their slow drug-like fungus.

When the PCs first meet the tribesmen, they will be curious and friendly, but after a few days the novelty will wear off for most of the tribe and the PCs will be largely ignored. The tribe speak a variety of 'Pigien Galangic', thanks to an Imperial sponsored education program some 15 years ago. The villagers use a system of barter (goods and services), so the team will have no problems in obtaining guides and porters (typical tribesmen - UPP 878577, Survival-3, Bow-1, Melee weapon-1) if they want them.

The tribe's religion is the worship of nature spirits and natural elements. It plays a large part in their lives, and every few days the whole tribe gathers around the Storm Runner power plant for a ceremony. Few actions are carried out without a small sacrifice to the tribal totem.

However, thanks to the rising incidence of DT among the newborn, and the belief that this shows the disfavour of the spirits, the normal practice of casting anyone diseased out of the tribe has been altered: how does a two month old baby survive in a wilderness, and would not the spirits be even angrier if newborn children were made to suffer more than necessary? Children with DT are normally kept until they are eight years old and then banished - if they are not already dead. The rising incidence of diseased children has simply made them more superstitious and made them turn to the totem for protection, which in turn is leaking curium peractate 205 all over them, which in turn is causing more disease...

The PCs may try to use their technology to impress the natives, but acts of kindness are more likely to succeed in gaining and holding the tribes attention while the PCs try to find the cause of the DT outbreak.

Adventure Data 10: The Zondani Group

The Zondani group on Syleria have chosen this area almost by accident for their work. They are agents of the Zondani Councillor's Office of Reconnaissance and Exploration (CORE - see White Dwarf 59 for full details). The group have been on Syleria for three weeks and have plenty of time to influence the local population. There are three team members:

Scientist/psychic UPP 879A68 Liesson-1, Interrogation-1, Streetwise-1, Air raft-1, Tactics-1, Rifle-2, Electronics-1; PSR 8, Telepathy 5, Telekinesis 9.
Combat Specialist UPP 9AB467 Air raft-1, Recon-1, Combat engineering-1, Sword-1, Bow-1, ACR-2, Vac-2, Demolitions-2, Pilot-1.
Support Specialist UPP 865A7 Communication-1, Computer-1, Electronics-2, Forgery-2, G-carrier-1, Medical-1, Authorise-1, Dagger-1.

The agents are well equipped. Each has everything required for short term survival in all types of climate (rations, survival knives, thermal sleeping bags etc) and they each have a body pistol, ACR, a garrison light intensifier goggles, medium range communications, madkits, flares and disguise kits. The combat special has 2kgs of plastic explosive, 10 grenades, a sword, a bow and 20 arrows.
A large boulder (4a) blocks the tunnel entrance. A combined brute strength of 60 or more is needed to move this, although this can be reduced to 20 by use of levers and pulleys.

The muddy entrance passage (4b) floor is trapped with sharp flints that are coated with a contact poison and hidden below the surface of the mud (6+ to avoid treading on a flint). The poison will incapacitate any PC who fails to roll less than Endur. After Endur days (and one roll per day), the character will die. Medical attention allows 1 extra die roll for recovery every three days. The Marishet have an automatically successful antidote, but they will be extremely unwilling to supply it to the PCs.

The entrance to the burial chamber (4e) is hidden behind a crudely disguised slab (4c - needs strength 25+ to move it), which will be immediately obvious in good light. (4d) is a narrow, twisting passage which leads to a dead end. At the very end is a gut trip loop which releases a huge pile of rubble at X. This will block the passage, but it can be cleared in 5 man-hours.

The burial chamber (4e) proper is dominated by 6 stone coffins, four of which are covered by thick sheets of aluminium, the other two by stone slabs. Piled around are various tribal artefacts, made of wood covered in hand-hammered gold leaf. If sold off-planet they would be worth 2D x Cr10,000 to a collector or private museum. The PCs may be able to estimate the date (some 200 years ago) of the arrival of the aluminium (which is hardly a material that primitives could use or produce) and therefore the crash date by carbon dating the bodies in the coffins. Aluminium lids appear on coffins with bodies less than 200 years old.

5. Watchtower - Used by the natives to watch the herds of grazers, the tower is a crude platform structure. A large tree nearby is used as a calendar, with scratched marks to represent days and small animal drawings to represent the arrival of the herds. Several day marks (such as the longest day) have large stars carved above them, although one of these is much newer than the rest: the day when a bright light came from the sky - the landing of the Zhodani.

6. The Village - This is a collection of mud and wooden huts laid out on whatever (slightly) higher ground exists. Each hut houses one family, while the huts are grouped into larger family groups (6a-d), with the heads of each family living at the centre of the group.

The Storm Runner's power plant (6e) stands on a small mound. It is totally unrecognisable as it stands, having been decorated and embellished over the years. This is the sacred object of the tribe, so they are unlikely to let the PCs near it.

7. The Gold Vein - The mountain side has slipped at this point, revealing a rich gold seam. (7+ to spot, +1 if geology speciality). This is the source of the natives' gold, and the immediate reason for the Zhodani presence.

8. Zhodani Base - The Zhodani are hidden deep in the forest, and their base camp is extremely well camouflaged and every approach is covered by cameras and listening devices (11+ to spot, +1 for Recon skill, +2 for IR sensors). About 100m to the east is a hidden air raft. For more information see Adventure Data 10: The Zhodani Group.

9. The Caverns - Housed in this cave are 25 outcasts from the Marishet tribe - sufferers from DT and secondary infections. Over the past few weeks the Zhodani have herded them together for an attack on the village, using their natural hatred for the rest of the tribe to the full. The cave entrance is not immediately obvious (7+ to spot, DMs as above) and two of the outcasts are usually on lookout duty. A Zhodani is often (7+) with the group, and the outcasts will treat any PC resembling a Zhodani with respect and a degree of friendship. If the PCs discover this location, the Zhodani will speed up their plans or move the outcasts further into the forest.

10. Old Camp - It was here that the Institute's team set up their camp. The Zhodani have taken great care in eradicating evidence of its presence, and all that is left is a sworched earth. However, the Zhodani missed a plastic rations container which is caught in the undergrowth. This seems trivial, but what is a plastic container doing on a low-tech world like Syleria?

A & D. Forest - The forest is a very dense mixture of trees and bamboo-like plants, with a large range of colourful flora and fauna. The Marishet tribes regard the forest as the home of the spirits, and have taken precautions (such as planting skull-topped stakes at various points) to keep them in. Any PC checking the forest will find that the oldest trees (200 years plus) are fire damaged, thanks to the crash of the Storm Runner. Area D is similar in most respects, except that there are no burnt trees.

B. Marsh - This area is a treacherous marsh, and also a home to the spirits. The natives know their way around the marsh, but any PC without a guide may (7+) become trapped. At night, marsh gas causes will-o-wisps, which could be mistaken as laterns or torches.

C. River Valley - Thanks to the gold-bearing vein in the cliff (7), panning for gold in the river will give Cr10x100 per day. The richly-carved statues are the tribe's way of thanking the nature spirits for the gold.

E. Crash Area - Although plants have regrown since the crash, the land around the crater is poor, due to the presence of metallic and plastic toxins from the burning wreckage. Soil analysis will reveal small particles of metal and plastic, and any biologist will be able to tell that the plant life in the area is unhealthy.

F. Fertile Plain - The land here is divided into family plots for farming, and the area is also on the migration routes for heards of grazing animals.

G. Hill - This area of exposed rock is the site of a yellowy-green fungus, unique to this area. When heated gently, it releases spores which have similar effects to a very weak slow drug. The tribesmen use it during religious ceremonies and before battles but, unfortunately, it is very addictive - and most of the villagers...
The support specialist has mechanical and electronic tool kits, and various eavesdropping devices, which will be positioned close to the PCs' camp as soon as the Zhodani are aware of their presence. These - and the psionic telepathic ability - will be used to monitor the PCs.

The Zhodani want the villagers out of the area so that they can begin their mining operations. They are willing to achieve this by sponsoring a (very) minor civil war within the tribe, or by using the outcasts with DT (whom they have rounded up) to attack the village. If all else fails, the Zhodani will have little difficulty in using the telekinetic abilities of the psionic to convince the tribemen that they are gods. They will then lead the tribe on a religious exodus (incidentally spreading DT to the surrounding tribes). By using such indirect methods, they hope that their presence on the world - and the subsequent mining operations - will go undetected. The Zhodani are aware of the disease among the tribemen, but not that it is serious or that, by disrupting the tribe, they may well spread it across the rest of the planet. If they do discover this - and the PCs have not been outwardly aggressive it may be possible for the PCs and the Zhodani to arrive at some sort of agreement. You should play the Zhodani as pragmatists: dedicated to achieving their aims of moving the villagers so that mining can begin in secret, but willing to ally with anyone to do it.

If the PCs come to be regarded as a nuisance, the Zhodani will do what they can to make life as difficult as possible. They will sabotage experiments and turn the tribe against the PCs. If this fails they will resort to more drastic actions, assassinating the PCs using native intermediaries, blowing up equipment (especially the raft - even the most technologically backward tribesman will be able to put a 'little box' underneath it), using bribery (gold taken from the river) on one vulnerable PC, kidnapping or whatever else you decide is appropriate.

If all goes to plan for the Zhodani, they will mount a night attack on the village with the outcasts two weeks after the PCs arrive. The outcasts (now 34 in number) will be armed in typical native style, although one or two will be carrying Zhodani-made daggers. If the PCs do not interfere there will be much damage to the village (fires and the like will have been set during the attack), but few casualties. The outcasts will return to their cave once the village is ablaze. The tribal elders (influenced by the Zhodani telepath) will decide that the attack was a sign from the spirits that they should abandon the village and move elsewhere. Again, DT will be spread to the rest of the planet.

**Adventure Data II: The Solution**

The PCs first actions should be to carry out a complete scientific survey of the tribesmen and their environment. This will involve soil analyses, metal and radiation monitoring, local flora and fauna classifications, medical checks on the tribesmen and the like. These tests may reveal that the land to the south of the river is poor and slightly toxic; that animals are affected by the disease as well as the tribemen, but nowhere near the same degree; that older (200 years) trees in the region are fire-scarred; that small metallic particles are present in the soil; that a large metallic object (the missile) is buried some distance beneath the ground; that there is a large impact crater; and that, most importantly of all, there is a high level of radiation within 5 metres of the tribal totem.

The solution to the DT problem revolves around recognising its source, and persuading the tribe of the danger, while remaining isolated from the rest of the planetary population. The evidence of what happened 200 years ago - the crash of the Storm Runner - is in the environment all around the village, although tracing the actual source of infection to the power plant/totem may not be so easy. The second key to success is (hopefully indirectly) manipulating the villagers into remain-
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Necklace of Brighness
A&H's CoC, Talisman, and Sleigh Wars, a
complete ready to play game!
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MERP: affair, Secret
Society in Call of
Cthulhu: The American
Dream (Golden Heroes)
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sane, Dredd Pal and
Juggles and Trust...
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Coc adventure in
A&H's CoC, AD&D Adventure,
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Warhammer. In
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Thieves' Bent in
AD&D, Judges, AD&D
Adventures, Judge Dredd

No.84
Secret Wish for
MERP and AD&D, plus
Licences in Mega-City 1, Star
Trak, NPCs and
superheroic magic...

No.85
Golden Heroes in The
Pancake Project: Judge
Dredd, plus Death and
after, fiction and Cosmic
Encounter.
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Brain Power special:
Ghost Jockey Kit for CoC
MERP, paladins, In
sane, Dredd Pal and
Juggles and Trust.
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Things Ancient &
Modern Part 1 for CoC
and AD&D, Crime Inc, AD&D
Spells, Special Abilities for
Juggles.

No.88
Things Ancient &
Modern Part 2, Paranois
Jousting, Time Travelling
and PBM games.
THRU THE BARRARIAN
MEETS THE MUTANT RADIOACTIVE ZOMBIE BIKERS FROM HELL

YO THERE! WE'RE THE MUTANT RADIOACTIVE ZOMBIE BIKERS FROM HELL. DRIEST, PEEVYEST, ROUGHEST, TOUGHEST DUDES DAT EVER STOMPED ASS IN OLD HELL TOWN. AN' WE GONNA GO OUT TONITE AN' HAVE US SOME FUN!

WELL THERE WE GO JETTIN ANYWHERE IN A CORVAN FUELEDzte Spartan Motorcycle!

THE CAT'S OUTTA THE BAG. THE S LUDIDIOUS ANIMALS PORTIONED BY THE CATTER PIPES, PREPARED;

DIS HERE TOWN AIN'T GONNA KNOW WHAT HIT IT AFTER WE DONE FINISHED TOWN!

WE IS MEAN HE IS BAD HE IS NASTY!

OH PEOPLES PREPARE YOSELVES FOR SOME SERIOUS BIKER DRAMA AND HELL RAISING!

SNARL!

OOPS! EER Y-FOUR SNARLS AND A GUN OF COKE PLEASE!
NEW RELEASE FROM ESSEX FANTASY

DRAGON UNDER DWARF ATTACK
This superb model detailed as illustration is 65mm tall and 80mm in length - will the dwarves succeed in their fight? Will the mouse frighten the dragon into submission? To find out, just send £6.00 and this magnificent model is yours, and you can finish the story yourselves! Or send SAE for catalogue of all our ranges and all the latest Fantasy releases. (This offer applies to U.K., B.F.P.O. only).

ESSEX FANTASY
Unit 1, Shannon Centre, Shannon Square, Canvey Island, Essex. SS8 0PE

Telephone Orders 0268 682309
ACCESS-Visa-Amex

"Metal figures are not toys and are not suitable for children under 12 years of age.
They contain lead which may be harmful if swallowed"

Axle says: WHY NOT VISIT THE GUARDROOM AND SEE OUR COMPLETE RANGE OF GAMES AND FIGURES.

"The Friendly Games Shop"

The Guardroom
38 WEST ST., DUNSTABLE.
Tel: (0582) 606041
2 miles from Junction 11 on the M1

STANDARD GAMES

NEW!
"DARK BLADES"

Murder, mayhem and magic on the fantastic Isle of Labyrinth. As Dark Blades, you lead your brave band into battle against the ferocious Mon-Ogres. As the cunning Black Fox you try to destroy the only man standing between you and your domination of the island.

Using our popular man-to-man combat system to fight for control of the island. This game incorporates the finest elements of fantasy magic, monsters and mayhem - even a beautiful princess.

Fully compatible with Cry Havoc, Siege, Outremer and Samurai Blades.

- Over 200 full colour double-sided counters
- Spell Cards
- Two full colour playing maps
- Play sheets
- Rules booklet, including scenarios
- 10-sided die
- A full colour map of the fantastic Isle of Labyrinth

For our fully illustrated catalogue, including articles on basing figures and gaming hints, please send a cheque or postal order for 50p plus a stamped self-addressed envelope to:

Standard Games, Arlon House, Station Road, Kings Langley, Herts. Tel: 0927 685328 (Trade enquiries welcome).

USA Distributor:- The Armory 4145 Amos Avenue Baltimore MD21215

Please mention White Dwarf when replying to advertisements.
This month: John Blanche

John Blanche is one of the many names that appears in really teeny-tiny print on the contents page of every issue of *White Dwarf*. This is hardly fair, as John is not a teeny-tiny person. He is an artist of no mean skill and, as the next couple of pages go to prove, a spiffy wielder of the brush where 'toy soldiers' are concerned... But where did he come from? And Why?

I began painting soldiers when I was 8 years old: Tinpop knights, in fact, and only in the one colour - Humrol silver. For me, as for many people, wargames armies were the way ahead, and I rapidly graduated onto virtually every box of...
Fig. 1: Citadel Robot
Fig. 2-8: Some of the symbols & faces that appear on John’s work.
Fig. 9: Kyle Deak, The Renegade Chaos Warrior.
Fig. 10: Unit shared from the Eternal Champions Board set.
Fig. 11: The Famous Triple-headed Minotaur, winner of the 1985 Games Day Masters Painting Competition.
Fig. 12 & 13: Strugg & Thrott. C37 Chaos Rattmen.

Fig. 14: Chaos Warrior.
Fig. 15: The Angels in party gear.
Fig. 16: Fen Apocalypse Warriors à la Blanche.
Fig. 17: The Dacian Chiefs.
Fig. 18: JOD Perp.
Fig. 19: Chaos Demon.
Fig. 20: Rat Partha Angel.

Fig. 21: Eastern Queen.
Fig. 22: The Warlock.
Fig. 23 & 24: Amazonia Gothique & a futuristic conversion.

Exclusive to White Dwarf this month only
The Warlock from Warlock magazine & The WD79 cover girl miniatures are for sale.
See insert for order form.

Plastic figures that Airfix brought out. In those days, it was relatively cheap to build up massive armies of figures, and I ended up with a 1000-piece American Civil War army, among others. However, the first serious wargames army that I put together was also based on Airfix figures - a mass conversion of Ancient Britons and US Cavalry into a Gothic horde... And then art college intervened.
After I left art college in 1970, it was a bit of a revelation to find that adults painted and collected miniatures as well - and that you could buy metal wargames figures. The selection in those days was a bit meagre (usually just Napoleonic troopers and Ancient warriors), but the choice got much larger over the decade. I also managed to get a job building dioramas for Nottinghamshire Education Authority. This had a terrible effect on the young Dave Andrews, who gave up conkers and took up Roman invasions - which isn't quite such a cheap hobby.

I also started my 'professional' association with figures at around this time, designing (in drawing form, not actually producing the master sculptures) the Sword & Sorcery range for Garrison. It was in the 70s that I developed a passion for figure conversion and for fully blended colour painting on wargames figures - something that, until then, had only really been done on very large scale connoisseur figures. With this new painting technique came designs like the sunburst face and the snarling moon face that are now used on so many current figures - and in straight artwork.

In 1976 freelance artwork became the bread winner, first for Roger Dean's Paper Tiger and Dragon's Dream publishing houses. This lead to producing colour plates for the Tolkien Bestiary and illustrating Fighting Fantasy books for Steve Jackson and Ian Livingstone. It was also during the late 70s that I met Bryan Ansell, who at that time was running Asgard Miniatures. Bryan went on to form Citadel (with Ian and Steve, who had started GW in a shop no bigger than a telephone kiosk). I eventually joined Citadel as a full-time colour artist and worked on the early drawings of many of the earlier figures for Citadel, before moving on to become GW's Studio Manager and Art Editor for White Dwarf and Warlock.

But back to the toy soldiers. In 1985 the first Games Day Masters Competition was held, which I won with the minotaur conversion seen here. In fact, converting figures is still the best bit of figure painting as far as I am concerned. A favourite conversion job of mine is to take a fantasy figure of some type and change it into a post-apocalypse warrior of the Mad Max school of post-apocalypse warriors.

The model of the main figure on the White Dwarf 79 cover is one of my typical conversions, while the Warlock figure from a magazine cover is a relatively straightforward paint job. Both the Warlock and the 'Amazonia Gothique' are now available as special limited edition models from Citadel.

However, the techniques of such conversion work and the painting of converted figures is something that has been done in the past in Eavy Metal and the Citadel Journals, which means that I am not going to go into it all again...

This month's limited edition is Kinky Chassette & The Warlock. Both modelled from John's recent paintings.

Kinky Chassette

£1.50

For both figures
THE TOWNGATE THEATRE & S.E.W.A.R.S. MAGAZINE
are proud to present

GAMESCON '86

at
TOWNGATE THEATRE, BASILDON, ESSEX

on
SATURDAY 8th NOVEMBER

TRADE STANDS FOR PERIOD & FANTASY GAMES

including: MILITARY MINIATURES, WARLORDS,
TORCHLIGHT, TIN SOLDIER, ZODIAC
CASTINGS, GAGGLE OF GAMES,
PARADISE GROUND AND PAUL &
TERESA BAILEY

PARTICIPATION AND DEMONSTRATION GAMES

REFRESHMENTS & LICENCED BAR (EXTENDED HOURS)

LESS THAN A MINUTE FROM BASILDON TOWN CENTRE
& MAIN LINE RAIL STATION

TABLES & CHAIRS AVAILABLE FOR OWN GAMES

LIVE VIKING DISPLAY

AD&DM COMPETITION — DM FOR FINAL
GRAEME MORRIS (TSR — UK) — £1.50 registration
must be paid in advance. Send cheque and s.a.e. to
C. BAYLIS, 12 THE FRYTH, BASILDON, ESSEX SS14 3PN

GAMES STORE

161, Linthorpe Road, Middlesbrough,
Cleveland. Telephone: (0642) 247553.

Stockists of:
Games Workshop, Citadel, Games
(of Liverpool), Tabletop, Skytrex,
TM Games, Denizen, Torchlight,
Flying Buffalo, Standard Games,
and many more.

Computer software:
For the most popular computers i.e. C64, C16,
Spectrum, Atari, BBC, Amstrad and MSX etc.

Mail order (+12½ %) P & P.

HEROES

Miniatures

7, Waverley Place
Worksop, Notts.
Tel: (0909) 476128

NEW LASERBURN

25MM

| LB300 | Imperial Trooper with bolt gun | 60p |
| LB310 | Imperial Trooper with Dreadnought Armour | 70p |
| LB102 | Law Officer on bike | £1.45p |
| LB102a | Patrol Bike only | £0.95p |
| LB1 | Law Officer set includes LB100, LB102 | £1.75p |
| LB600 | Poh-e-ned | 60p |

AMERICAN FOOTBALLERS

30p each

PAF1. Kicker
PAF2. Quarterback
PAF3. Running back/Wide Receiver
PAF4. Center
PAF5. Linebacker
PAF6. Outside Linebacker
PAF7. Inside Linebacker/Cornerback

POST & PACKING RATES
30p minimum, 10% over £3.00, post free
over £20 unless stated. Overseas 60% all mail, 15% surface.

DR. WHO

25mm Range

The Master 50p
Tom Baker 50p
Leela 50p
Cyberman 50p

NEW Yeti £1.30p

RULES FOR WARDROIDS £1.95p

Vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>£2.10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank</td>
<td>£2.40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC Rocket Launcher</td>
<td>£2.10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank Rocket Launcher</td>
<td>£2.40p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20mm Infantry suitable for Twilight 2000 game

SEND SAE for list

*Metal Miniatures are not toys and are not suitable for children under 12 years of age. They contain lead which may be harmful if chewed or swallowed.*
FEUDALS

C26 Feudal Men-At-Arms £1.95 for 5

CHAOS THUGS

CHAOS 7 THUGS
£1.95 for 4

OGRES

C23 £1.95 EACH

AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL RETAILER
OR IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY CONTACT:
CITADEL MINIATURES, CHERWTON STREET, HILLTOP,
EASTWOOD, NOTTINGHAM NG16 3HY

HOW TO MAIL ORDER
Send your Mail Order
& Cheque to:
Games Workshop Mail Order Dept.
Waterfront House
Nottingham NG16 3HY

HOW TO TELEPHONE ORDER
Open order and quoting
your order reference
direct to Citadel
0773 390030

White Dwarf 45
Not a bumper mailbag this month, but then 6,000+ of you did get around to sending in Poll Returns, so we can't complain. Not surprisingly, quite a few of the letters were about the Poll, so it looks like dominating the magazine for quite a while yet.

J Selmes, Feniton, Devon: Having just completed your Readers’ Poll, I noted several points about the following questions: 27 - These seem to assume I have a large pile of old WDs to hand; I do not, and so I cannot answer all these queries.

12 - This assumes I buy WD, not read someone else’s (which I often use to).

16 - Computer games do not all relate to roleplaying; also, I do not use my computer to play, but to store information on play.

21 & 23 - My answers are no, but I have done, and may play postal games in the future.

26 - This is practically invalid; I have not played my normal mix of games this year, and may change it (eg, by avoiding Star Frontiers) in the coming year. Also, “normal” in 1980 has been varied.

33 - Buy WD? I just flip through the interesting bits (usually The Travellers, Open Box, Letters and Critical Mass, in the newsagents or read a friend’s copy. I bought WD80 for the Readers Poll.

John Way, somewhere or other: One question left out of the Readers Poll: What do you think of this survey? My answer: D for Dull. More thought seems to have gone into the humourous asides than the purpose or design of the survey form. The product comparisons (Qs 26-27) cover a good 30% of the page, yet the answer space was miniscule. And why this choice of games? I may be an ignorant colonial of only 2 months residence, but why is it that I haven’t heard of a third of these games, and haven’t sufficient space under “2” Other. (Specify) to tell you that I play/want more of Gamma World, Aftermath, Chivalry & Sorcery, Boot Hill, Land of the Rising Sun, Space Opera and Champions? These are hardly obscure systems.

By listing the products instead of asking for an original response, you are in fact, guiding the survey, and debasing its accuracy. Please accept these as constructive criticisms from a devoted Kiwi Dwarf-follower.

Fellow readers, now that we have devastated Laurielle Miller with our razor-sharp wit, let’s get off the lady’s back, huh?

Duncan Hedderley, Wantage, Oxon: I want to use this letter to expand on my responses to the Readers’ Poll.

7 - Best Article - This was a toughie. Gamesmanship (WD75) and Caped Crusaders (WD76) both came close but Balancing Act (WD65) was of more general interest. Please publish more features like this. Intelligently ‘how to do...’ articles are good ways to attract new players, and probably encourage them more than patronising rubbish like The Name of the Game (WD52-55) or Castle of Lost Souls (WD52-55).

20 & 25 - Adverts - The only ad I’ve ever found useful is the one that introduced me to my local shop. I think adverts among the articles disrupt the flow of the magazine. Occasionally it’s not even possible to tell at a glance what an advert and what’s an article!

Full page illustrations are just a waste of space. Over 70% of Cast of Thousands (WD77) is bad illustrations or title. If you haven’t got anything useful to say, use the space for advertising and drop the price of the mag a little. I don’t like the idea of theme issues. I subscribe to WD, and all too often the themes don’t interest me, so I feel conned. If you must bore me, do it gradually.

I’m sorry WD is now openly a house mag. I disagree with your view on who produces the best games (Letters WD79), and I’d like a magazine who’s reviews I can trust.

Finally, a basic knowledge of statistical method would mean that you would know that the results of a questionnaire are only an indicator of public opinion, so the results shouldn’t be taken too seriously (like everything else to do with roleplaying).

Keith White, Elfe, Scotland: Please find enclosed a White Dwarf Readers Poll, written in my own fair hand. I’m the sort of person who wants to shape the future of the magazine through the Poll, and who has bought binders to lovingly protect my WD collections from the rigours of nature, should I want to cut chopping great chunks out of it?

Kevin Sinclair, from somewhere else: You forget to ask if people play AD&D use Oriental Adventures. I play in a complete Oriental campaign, and have never seen a suitable scenario in WD.

The other thing is that in Q11, when you ask whether people prefer 1 system, multi-system or no system scenarios, surely the latter is pointless. After all, supposing you play T&T, and an AD&D scenario appears, it makes no difference to you whether it has AD&D stats or no stats, but it will make a difference to an AD&D player. It’s always best to have some stats.

Mark Anderson, Whitley, N Yorks: I, for one, will not be taking part in the Readers Poll. After reading WD80 I found myself thinking “What’s the point?” It was bloody superb! Recently, WD has become the slickest, most useful and interesting magazine of its type. The articles are interesting, the presentation superb - you really don't need us to tell you that. This month, Eavy Metal was particularly wonderful, and my only complaint was that you wasted two pages on the p**** Poll - I had hours of fun trying to fold it correctly though. Congratulations.

Plenty for us to think about there, as I would have expected. The Poll wasn’t perfect (particu-
Ven Bokalo, Sheffield: There are some good points in Mark Boyes’s comments. After all, I have trouble fitting commercial material I buy into either of my existing campaigns. Although GMs will not have mapped out the detail of their campaigns, they may well have trouble including a new royal family complete with ancestors to the tenth generation. However, most problems with ecology, geography or even historical accuracy could be resolved if we had enough players. The biggest difficulty lies in the essential rationale behind a scenario. I may hold ideas on the ethics of druidism which renders the motivation of a key figure in a scenario quite inexcusable. There’s nothing I can do about that, but there are three things you can do to make it easier to integrate scenarios:

1. Use a small scale setting, so that is is far more likely that a space can be found for it. Parts of cities are particularly useful.
2. Avoid the aristocracy and the monarchy in particular. Use merchants, generals and the like for important NPCs. No-one ever designs all of those.
3. Keep the NPCs in small groups. It’s very hard to explain why the Wizards’ Union has just radically altered its entire modus operandi, just when the plot required. It’ll all work out when I wrote Castles In The Wind, so I have to quickly include rule four.

4. Give the scenario an unusual or exotic setting, so that it can be placed far away from the familiar setting of the campaign.

Robert Butler, Harecastle, N Yorks: Four gold pieces and a new laser pistol to Mark Boyes for his excellent letter in WD80. I think Dwarf should have less complete cut and dried scenarios for a specific rules system. Shorter articles can be used as a base for a scenario better such as the Reliant ships article in WD80. If the Dwarf consisted of articles like this, and confined scenarios to systems with their own comprehensive backgrounds (CoC or Judge Dredd), this would go some way to finding the answers both the Dwarf and Mark Boyes seek.

If all published scenarios were really rating peoples games through their inability to be placed in campaigns, then there wouldn’t be much to use them for. This leads to two conclusions. One, maybe most people aren’t playing the kind of detailed campaigns the letter writers above are, so that one-off scenarios aren’t a problem (I know of a few of these myself), or most people don’t find it a problem changing stats/backgrounds/plots where necessary to fit them in. It would be good to hear from a few regular scenario-players. Judging from the Toll return on RD40, most people prefer single-scenario stories. If this is more widely true, then Mark’s excellent points are really less the starting point of a genuine “let’s do scenarios” debate, than the start of “how can we use them.”

Ian Jones, Winsford, Cheshire: For those who wish to make their newly-rolled characters as realistic as possible, a helpful tip. 10% of the human race are gay. It’s 35% in dogs, but we won’t go into that.

What about elves? Or werewolves?

Gerald Cassidy, Glasgow, Scotland: Having played RQ for quite a few years, and recently having moved onto RQII, I find it quite disturbing to see a campaign mounted against RQ - and specifically RQII - in WD. You seem to think RQ has become just another minority system.

With the following of RQII and Ill put together, it seems that this group of fans deserve a little bit more. This every few months. I am sure that you could bring back Runerites with basic RQII statistics, and Gns ought to be able to convert these themselves. It seems that already there’s been some talk of a promotional tool for RW. I’m sure that bringing back Runerites and Starbase and Crawling Chaos would encourage more people to buy.

Rick Crofts, East Grinstead, W Sussex: At last! Avalon Hill have seen the light and got GW to print RQIII in the UK. Not that you deserve it, you biggots...

A small misconception there, Rick. The glorious and enlightened management of this worthy concern involved themselves in lengthy negotiations, haggling, striving, and finally winning. And we did get the license off AH - and they got the license themselves from those wonderful people at Chaosium. Basically we are allowed to print and distribute RQIII (and RQIV, I believe), which means that us biggots will have the game back under our wing. And guess what that means for the ol’ Dwarf! The new arrangement hasn’t started yet, but by future strength of this excellent piece of work I introduced it to my RQIII campaign - my players loved it. Just by losing the initials PH and DMG you could have made it applicable to almost any RPG.

Kenneth Lea, Rainford, Merseyside: All In The Mind (WD79) is what Psionic is all about. Before, they were far too few to make any worth. This excellent piece of work introduced it to my RQIII campaign - my players loved it. Just by losing the initials PH and DMG you could have made it applicable to almost any RPG.

The problem I have found is with Psionic Blast. It is ridiculous that a first level character can kill a 15HD creature in less than a round. One of my friend’s characters had psionics in a campaign where the party had just reached second level, but were technically still 1st (they needed some money to pay for training). They heard about a purple worm terrorising a local mine, and the reward on its head. “Ah... A purple worm?! How intelligent, so it should have a low saving throw against Psionic Blast.” So, the character went out to blast it, and killed it in two segments.

This was the first time my friends and I realized how powerful psionics were, and the person running the campaign killed the psionic off in an ambush. Also, because he now thinks psionics are too powerful, he has banned them from the campaign. The only method of removing this, I think, is to make it cost an extra 40 or so psionic points per hit dice the creature is over the character’s level.

The author of All In The Mind, Steven Palmer, will be presenting a Psionic Combat article very soon.

Harry Payne, DragonAid, Coventry: First, a heartfelt thankyou for the plug for DragonAid (Coventry). We made it! 70 hours of ruleplaying from epic fantasy to fantasy to space ended at 7pm on Saturday 9th August.

It’s hoped that we’ll be back £200. And we had a good time doing it.

Dennis Houlton, Coventry YMCA and its General Secretary, Cyril, for agreeing to rent out a room for a week at half-price; TSR UK for their blessing and the use of diverse Trade Marks (ta, Sally); Games Workshop for all those in stock; and David for the plug in WD; Martin Lock of Harrier Comics; Fox for generously providing publicity artwork. See (plug!) Coventry Cable TV, the Evening Telegraph and Mercia Sound for more details. Finally, many thanks to all who helped, played and donated. May all your saving throws be natural 20s.

It’s good to report on a successful venture that can only improve the image of gaming in this country. And now:

Matt Black, Sheffield: Why didn’t you print my letter? I always thought as good as the others, but it certainly slagged off more people.

Idiot. We did print your last letter, it’s this one we’re not printing...

Hugh Duff, Johannesburg, S Africa: By means of a space-time warp, your organ has made its way to this country. Down here at the exhaust end of the Dark Continent, we are so far behind that they are still trying to sell copies of WD58. It’s rather like an eighth level dungeon down here, one in which you work out illusion from reality, only to discover that the politicians have changed the rules.

The governing body of our local newsmen tried to promote AD&D. They made a fearful mess. None of the sales people understood the game, and so they could offer little advice or assistance. They tried the “dress up as your character” method, which annoyed the purists, confused and amused the others. One might have thought it was some sort of “drag” club. Ever tried sitting for a session with a saucepan on your head?

Andy Deuthe, Bristol, Avon: It has come to my attention that the west and South-west do not exist in the Games Workshop Atlas. We have some good shops, but none from GW. This means I’m supposed to travel all the way to bloody Nottingham to claim my free figure in exchange for a Readers Poll.

Aha. That explains a lot. Instead of sending WD to the south-west we’ve been sending them to South Africa. Oh well. All I can say, Andy, is that things are happening in retail land, although no-one tells me where. Your point is noted, however.

Gwyn Melkeson, Gerards Cross, Bucks: Many adventures take place in dungeons, which are notoriously cold and damp. Lauricelle’s characters (WD78) are free to wear as little clothing as they wish, but in a world where neither suntan lotion nor sunscreen are worn, Lauricelle people have invented, her characters would suffer a great deal of discomfort from the weather. They would be too numbed by cold to hold a weapon.

No, no... I haven’t anything to say about that, honest.

Letters edited by Paul Cockburn
Citadel Miniatures are proud to announce the release of a new range of 25mm Feudal Warriors, designed by the deeply chivalrous Perry Twins. No Chaos, no spiky bits, just superbly detailed miniatures, ideal for wargamers and role-playing gamers alike. The set includes foot knights in varying styles of armour, as well as a selection of men-at-arms, including a longbowman and a crossbowman.

Feudals in Warhammer

These figures are ideal for use in the armies of the Old World, especially the northern and western areas such as the Empire and Brettonia.

Knights have the following profile:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>TW</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Int</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>WP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Their chainmail armour and shields give them an armour saving throw of 5 or 6, and an adjustment movement rate of 3½ inches.

Men-at-Arms have the following profile:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>TW</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Int</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>WP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They have an armour saving throw of 6 and an adjusted movement rate of 4 inches. The longbow and crossbow have the following statistics:

- **Weapon**: Short Range Long Range Strength
- **Longbow**: 0-8 inches 8-16 inches 3
- **Crossbow**: 0-16 inches 16-32 inches 3

Troops armed with crossbows may either move or fire during a turn - they may not do both.

**AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL RETAILER OR IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY CONTACT:**

CITADEL MINIATURES, CHEWTON STREET, HILL TOP, EASTWOOD, NOTTINGHAM NG16 3HY

**HOW TO MAIL ORDER**

Make cheques payable to: Games Workshop Ltd. Postal orders and cheques are payable in sterling. Motions are a fast and cheap method of purchase. Overseas orders must be paid for by international postal order or bankers draft. Postage and packing fees are shown for each item.

**HOW TO TELEPHONE ORDER**

Simply dial and ask your order details to be faxed to you.

(0773) 769522 or (0773) 760462

**New C26**

Feudal Men-at-Arms

£1.95 for 5

*Metal Miniatures are not toys and are not suitable for children under 12 years of age. They contain lead which may be harmful if chewed or swallowed.*
Gencos (one of the big US conventions) was, so GW’s man-on-the-spot reported, ‘...not exactly a Gencos to set the world alight.’ Or at least this was so where brand new goodies were concerned. West End Games continue to produce new material for Paranoia and Ghostbusters. HIl Sector Blues (“To Protect, To Serve, To Vaporize...”) is for Paranoia - and anything that includes Cardboard Comrades cutout figures and the ‘Nothing Happens’ random event table can’t be all bad, can it? Theoretically characters ought to live longer because you need proof before you can shoot a traitor. But if it’s a dead citizen it’s a traitor in my opinion. And then there’s Hot Rods of the Gods for Ghostbusters, which has some enormously powerful aliens, and is terribly, terribly serious. Honestly.

Meanwhile, the sensible people at Chassias had Carpe, a generic elf supplement for RPGs, Elf War (an Elfquest supplement), the Thieves World Companion and The Grey Knight, an adventure for Pendragon. The major product on show had to be Hawkmoon, a boxed RPG and companion to Stormbringer, the Elric RPG. Hawkmoon covers Duke Dorian Hawkmoon von Kohl (another aspect of Moorcock’s Champion Eternal) and his struggles against the Dark Empire of Granbriant in a fantasy/post-apocalypse Europe.

Games magazines are springing up all over the place. The GW secret agent at Gencos came across the latest (on offer from TSR, Inc). Dune is all the rage, it seems, even to the golden oldie of the games world, Dragon - and what else could it be with a name like that? Dungeon is entirely given over to short and very short D&D/D&D adventures. These will no longer appear in Dragon, although it will continue to print adventures for ‘minority’ games systems. What effect the total lack of adventures for TSR’s most popular game systems will have on the popularity of Dragon remains to be seen.

No UK price is available at the time of writing, but at $3.75 likely to cost even more than Dragon!

Other new goodies from TSR include MAI children of the Atom ($7.50), the first of the accessory packs for Advanced Marvel Super Heroes. This is 96 pages of updated mutants, mutant hunters and equipment plus a very short adventure. Marvel fans will love it. XII Saga of the Shadow Lord is a 64 page ($7.50) adventure for D&D, without lots of blank pages to make it look longer. D113 Dragons of Truth ($6.50) is the penultimate stage of the entire Dragonlance business. Nicely presented (as are all the DL bits and pieces), but terribly epic... Only one more to go now chaps!

And if you are going to Games Day, you’ll have a chance to pick up a copy of STI Up the Garden Path, that I mentioned in passing last issue. This is a shortish (16 pages - but what a lot of words!) D&D/D&D adventure that comes at a bargain price of £2.50. Its also one for completists, as TSR UK have made it a very limited edition. STI is an (admittedly excellent) adventure so wildly improbable and strange that all I am going to say about it is that the characters arrive in a pocket-universe aboard a salamander-powered steam train run by a bunch of gnomes... You can find the rest out for yourselves, but this is a good antidote to all that usually serious stuff from TSR UK.

And finally on the subject of TSR, you too can write modules - or at least a little one. TSR UK are now looking for adventures for the GamesFair ’87 Team Competition Module Competition. If you think that you can write a short (5-8,000 words) adventure for 5 characters send an SSAE to Sally Meadows, TSR UK Limited, The Mill, Rotherham Road, CAMBRIDGE CBI 4AD for the rules. Do this before you rush off to your chalk and slate, wordprocessor or crayon...

If bad taste has anything to do with what makes a great game, then DELTA FORCE: America Strikes Back™ from Task Force Games must be a real winner. As a skirmish wargame system it’s fine, with an emphasis on hardware that any longstanding wargamer will recognise. The problems arise with the subject matter of the game - is it right to produce a game that features the Provisional IRA? The one thing that can be said in the game’s defence is that it is a true fantasy. For all the American hoo-ha about Delta (the US anti-terrorist force), the unit has yet to actually do anything concrete against terrorists. If a trip into Rambo™ land appeals, rush right out and buy this one.

Completely Unrelated Item 1: The Citadel Skeleton Horde isn’t the only set of plastic figures to be produced by the wacky little figure designers. The skeletons are very good (and have to be the cheapest wargames figures available these days), but the design chappies have also been seen going ‘Ooo-err’ over other plastic sprues. More skeltonos? Ogres? Golblines? No. This time it’s plastic Daleks and Cybermen. The only grumble is that the Dalek engineering claw is cast at the wrong angle due to the difficulties in making sure that the mould release works properly.

Completely Unrelated Item 2: While we aren’t on the subject, the winners of the Lou’s List Competition were David Ducker from Kenilworth, Amelia Robinson from Greenford and Hadmar Wieser of Mondsee, Austria. Their assorted tables were so disgustingly, pointless (a major consideration in winning) and silly that we aren’t going to print them...

Completely Unrelated Item 3: Steve Jackson (the British one, not the Car Wars US version) will be signing copies of his Fighting Fantasy books at the new Penguin Bookshop, 27 White Lion Walk, Guildford. If you can’t get there between 2-4pm on Saturday 18 October for Steve’s signing session and games ‘workshop’ (now where have I heard that phrase before?), you can reserve signed books on (0483) 3291.

If you thought Warlock was the leading edge of the games hobby, think again. This title should actually be reserved for Imagine. In keeping with White Dwarf’s policy of completely ignoring fanazines, I am going to completely ignore this one, and not tell you that: it remains the sharpest of the current bunch; that annual subscriptions are £3 (for four issues); and that it is available from Paul Mason, 11 Waller Road, New Cross, London SE14 5LE. There, that was comprehensively ignored.
Welcome back to dungeon adventures.

The new ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® Dungeoneer’s Survival Guide takes you into exciting new worlds — and all beneath your feet!

With new rules material on all aspects of the underdark and the lands of Deepearth, dungeons will never be the same again!

The AD&D® Dungeoneer’s Survival Guide is available from better games and hobby shops, or contact

TSR UK Limited
The Mill, Rathmore Road
Cambridge, CB1 4AD
United Kingdom

TSR Inc
POB 756
Lake Geneva
WI 53147

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS and AD&D are registered trademark of TSR, Inc. The TSR logo and PRODUCTS OF YOUR IMAGINATION are trademarks of TSR, Inc. ©1986 TSR UK Limited.
here are generally three sorts of maps used in roleplaying games. There are maps to assist the GM in the task of coordinating adventures and keeping track of where the player characters have got to. There are maps designed for use by players – often simplified versions of those available to the GM, or copies with secret information deleted. Finally there are special maps, usually designed to add atmosphere to the game as facsimiles of maps found by characters.

Maps differ greatly depending on the attitudes of and cartographical technology available to people making the map. The accuracy of maps, the sorts of information included on them, the way that information is represented; all these factors can widely vary from map to map. To think what a map is (Chambers: a representation or scheme of the disposition or state of anything), one has to first consider the needs and requirements of the mapmaker. When you want to draw a map (and we’ll come to that later), you should think carefully first about how you want to use that map afterwards. How much importance will you attach to getting points located exactly, to the overall size and scale, to accurately showing objects to scale? Maps can be vague and diagrammatic, intended only to assist, or they can be totally dependable documents necessary for some task.

Let’s examine the three types of maps mentioned above. GM maps are generally of two sorts: large scale and small scale. Large scale maps are necessary for mapping out countries, provinces, or even worlds. Maps geared to a specific adventure will have relevant details included, such as the site of specific encounters, routes between them, obstacles to journeys and so on. Campaign maps will be less specific but may have to include a lot more information; often it is helpful to have a lot of duplicated maps showing different aspects, such as climate and vegetation, relief (mountains and plains) and geology, the distribution of population, networks of communication, natural resources and exploitation, sites of interest, political divisions. You may well find, if you are going about designing a campaign of your own, that using maps to plot out this sort of information saves you a lot of writing.

Maps can be very inspirational for the GM. By drawing or examining a detailed map including many aspects of terrain, history and society an imaginative GM will be able to come up with a terrific amount of on-the-spot background for player characters. Maps even inspire adventures in themselves; perhaps there is a mysterious tower on the map which would bear investigation… On closer examination, you find that it is near the site of an old battle; and just a few miles away is a ruined village on the borders of a haunted wood. Perhaps the tower has owned by the Lord of the Manor, slain by ghosts – or is it occupied by the evil priest that raised them from the dead of that ancient conflict?

Maps like this enable the GM to relate different pieces of action together. A map which is reasonably accurate can be used to estimate distances and time for travelling when there is no need to roleplay a journey from one encounter point to another. If the players are going through new territory but are still in a hurry, a good map can provide the GM with a brief running commentary, enabling him to describe the scenery, wildlife etc. Perhaps they will pass over moorland carpeted with heather and bracken, sprinkled with fiery red broom and gorse bushes and dotted with occasional crofters’ cottages and tall rocky outcroppings. Then they pass down into a boggy lowland of dank ponds and brackish water. If the characters stop to talk to a passing stranger, the GM will be able to work out his origin and destination, and perhaps mention other places of interest in the vicinity: ‘Aye, and just o’er them ’ills the Abbey of St Dunstan; full of unholy monks who like nothing better’ n drinking and eating. ’n all off the tithes we ’as to give ‘em’

Maps don’t usually have to be of pinpoint accuracy. In fantasy games, GMs can be vague in their descriptions of the relationships of places miles apart since player characters can’t measure it more accurately.
In modern or science fiction games it probably helps the atmosphere if maps look accurate and you give answers to player questions in terms of "3.21 kilometres", but there is no need to be totally accurate on maps which you use. If the players were asking about the distance to the bunker because their air-launched weapon has a nominal range of 3.2 km, simply knowing the range is 3 to 3½ km is good enough. If you do think that pinpoint accuracy would be better, the best option is to use an Ordnance Survey map (or equivalent, although few other countries have one); find one with a suitable industrial or military installation (and use a 1:25,000 scale if you can).

The other sort of GM map is the scale plan. These are used for buildings, dungeons and detailed locales necessary for plotting round-by-round activity and exploration. These sorts of maps generally have to be pretty accurate for the GM. However, you should not fall into the trap of giving the players information directly from the map; remember that in most cases their characters will be seeing a 3-dimensional image and perceiving only imperfectly things like distance and angle. When a character enters a room 12' by 16' cluttered with furniture, light fittings, doors, windows and what have you, describe it as "about 10 feet by 15 feet". It is quite permissible to say just "it's a large room" or "a small room". Corridors are narrow or wide depending on the number of people that could walk down them together; walls are thick or thin and so on. Outside, it is even harder to estimate distances and characters are likely to be anything up to 30, 40 or even 50% off. Try it for yourself sometime! It also helps to give information in terms that the characters would be familiar with.

Here's an example. In MERP, bowshot ranges affect the chance of a good hit. So when a player whose character can use a short bow asks you how far away from the one he is, tell him it's long range (121' to 180') rather than 40 feet or 21 hexes.

Similarly, a magic-user in AD&D might not know the exact distance to a target - but he would know whether he can hit it with his fireball spell.

**CARTOPHILIA**

Maps for players are somewhat different. Since there is no buffer between the information on the map and the player, it is important that the map does not show any added information which would not be available to them. It might be useful to leave off the scale, for example, or to reveal the map only in portions. When you are dealing with detailed ground plans it is even more important to cover up the inside of a building before it is entered. Maps are useful to players though, helping them to visualise the campaign and giving them a large amount of information in an easily understood form. Maps also enable them to keep track of past adventures and help promote their own ideas for new ideas. The map is a useful tool in giving the players information which would be hard to know otherwise.

By making the map full of details which have only half-meaning to the players you can more easily illustrate locations at one time whilst not giving away additional information which would spoil the story. This also saves a lot of talking and explaining for you, and a lot of remembering for the players.

Special maps are also useful for the players, although more in terms of the atmosphere of the game. When a treasure map or secret manuscript is found, it adds much to the game if you can actually give the players a replica. Treasure maps and the like can give cryptic clues and puzzles for the players to solve, or can contain ambiguous directions and names. Maps might be in foreign (or even alien) languages, or be made according to different methods. They can contain surprising information of interest to the characters: plans they have been searching for, or maps showing estates and ownership of land. Maps might even reveal the location of whole ‘New Worlds’. Books of directions and maps like the rutters (sailing instructions) of the Elizabethan era were immensely valuable possessions.

**DRAWING MAPS**

Many GMs enjoy drawing maps, and most articles about campaign design recommend that you start off by writing a few notes, thinking a lot, and drawing a map. You may also have to draw maps for specific adventures or for other reasons, such as the special maps mentioned above. When you need to draw plans, such as for a building, it is best if you adopt a draughtsman approach and make the drawing as neat and precise as you can. Use graph or squared paper, a good pencil and ruler and draw a draft first. You may want to obtain a sheet of clear plastic covered with a hexagonal grid which you use an overlay such maps can then ‘blow up’ different portions of it to full figure-size on a basemat for action such as combat.

Ordinary maps are best roughly drawn on plain paper by hand, especially if you are inventing the map rather than copying an existing one. You can always use plastic overlays to regiment movement scale or whatever at a later stage. Drawing directly on a hex grid or squared paper can be confusing and limit your creativity. First maps will often be scrappy affairs, but you can always make new versions. Use a soft pencil so that bits you don’t like can be easily erased and re-drawn.

Start off mapping a small area if you are starting a campaign, keeping a larger map in mind which can slot into you. You will have to think about what you want to use the map for, and then cram it full of information on those subjects. You must also think about how you want to represent them on the map. For example, do you want to show relief as height above sea level contours, as on OS maps, or would a rather more pictorial style with little hills and mountains be more appropriate? If you settle on a good base map, ink it in with a narrow fibre tip or Rotring pen. Basics that are generally useful include major relief features, rivers, towns, coastlines and so on. Then you can photocopy the base map and add to it.

There are many advantages to creating the background to a campaign in this manner. Not controlling ‘believable’ logical, detailed maps, a coherent history and society are likely to evolve along with it. There are many principles of geography which, shaping the landscape and patterns of settlement, can be applied to shape a campaign map.

The basic structure of the land is decided by the combination of hard and soft rocks, and the way that they are affected by different land shaping processes. Mountain ranges are raised by folding and faulting, then worn away by rivers and glaciers. There might be whole areas of uplands, isolated chains, or lonely volcanoes. Sea levels rise and fall, exposing vast plains or reducing mountains to islands off the coast. Coastlines are eaten away to make cliffs where hills run into the sea, or sit up to produce fenlands and marshes. These are the skeletons of your landscape, the bones on which you have been happening for aeons and hence you should devise their form before you start to introduce human (or other) elements.

The next underlying concern is climate. Some areas will be wetter or drier than others, warmer or colder, windier or calmer, sunnier.
or cloudier. There might be specific but occasional problems such as typhoons, cyclones, mists and fogs, droughts or tidal inundations. Use a large scale map to determine prevailing winds and rain belts. All these factors will help you establish a mental picture of parts of the landscape you are constructing; if you wish to be technically you could resort to a geographical reference book but a good imagination and a little common sense is usually enough!

How you can introduce your settlements. In a very low tech society people will need to live in a dispersed fashion close to the land, with individuals typically needing a good area of land to support themselves. Hence the population will be low and spread thinly. Higher densities would be possible in areas more agriculturally favoured, and there would be more potential for towns and cities if supplied from surrounding area. Knowing the shape of the landscape and the climate allows you to determine these areas. Remember that you should not be limited by the experience of geography on this world in a fantasy campaign: there might well be valleys like Shangri-La, jungled plateaux cut off from the outside world or fabulous towns deep in harsh deserts - but make sure you eventually get around to accounting for their presence through magic or divine intervention.

Agriculture, as mentioned above, is simply one way of exploiting resources available, something that all cultures do. Many will be interested in exploiting other resources, such as minerals, power and wild life. You can assign valuable assets to any region unfavourable for agriculture so that it has an excuse for supporting a population. Even early societies, mined, hunted, fished and built water mills. Later societies are less dependent on locating the bulk of the population near a valuable resource, since their exploitation is much more efficiently handled by few people. Don't forget the possibility of a range of technological levels in an area, or that relics of earlier ages may well survive.

Once societies develop, they start to communicate and trade, and the penultimate stage of your map-drawing arises. The types, number and size of the routes adopted will greatly affect later settlements. Initially, without powered conveyances, the easiest routes will be those that are natural; these will be of secondary relevance: rivers, mountain passes, valleys and so on. Then come stage such as the diverting of rivers and building canals, improvements in roads and finally powered vehicles. In the future societies air travel might become so dominant that land routes are once again reduced to trackways and water. Draw in the most natural-seeming network of paths, roads and other routes. Invent new forms of transport for fantasy campaigns if you can: perhaps a species of boring beast has made tunnels for a simple, quick and easy task, so that many roads pass through hills and mountains rather than around or over them.

The last thing to do is to mark on your map historical curiosities, and special features relevant to the nature of the game and campaign you intend to run: Mythos sightings and happenings for *Call of Cthulhu*, battles, miraculous and magical sites in *D&D*, relics and alien sightings in *Traveller* or whatever. You may also want, in mapping the territory of an advanced society, to determine their effect on the original natural landscape you started with: whether this means dammed lakes, reclaimed polders, radioactive wastelands, ravaged forests, polluted rivers and seas, quarried cliffs and hills or the after-effects of inter-galactic bypasses is up to you, but on this planet the human race has certainly left its mark.

When Not To Map

Maps are very useful for many reasons, but not always appropriate. Wargamers and roleplayers who appreciate the finer points of strategic planning might well desire a detailed chart, and like-minded GMs would probably provide them. But along with the 'scientific' branch of roleplaying games is another group, those who favour the narrative approach to roleplaying. In these games, an accurate map or indeed any map might be a hindrance in limiting the free imagination of GMs and players to create a world of their own definition. There is no reason why logic or the abandonment of it to some extent should adversely affect the roleplaying experience.

There are other time that a map can be a hindrance rather than a help. Recently I've written a number of scenarios where maps were not required. If you find cartography a boring and thankless task, don't be afraid to reduce the amount you have to do to a minimum. Try raising stocks of plans and maps. Local libraries contain the entire OS map collection which includes small scale tourist maps. Likewise town plans, books on architecture and other sources can be scavenged with a few tips for the photocopier. You can even resort to simply describing areas in general terms using words and pictures rather than ground plans and maps. This means that at crunch time you will be winging it a bit and having to wildly guess at distances. But once you've got the hang of it, playing mapless adventures is possible. After all, even with maps a lot of guessing goes on: who was really in the lead, and how far behind was that thief?

On the whole maps have many more positive points than negative ones, and they can often contribute immensely to games. Bad maps can be a rather inimical influence however, and (surprisingly) some professional games companies are still guilty of very sloppy maps, or of using horrendous map styles. Maps such as the *JCE* campaign maps and adventure plans show attention to detail, presentation and logical thought and inspire creativeness whereas even some of the latest *TSR* modules have maps built on hexagonal or square plans with no flexibility for purposes other than to assist a wargamer.

I hope that in future the standard or cartography will improve so that roleplayers are encouraged to take up pencil and paper themselves and create more new worlds.
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Informers in *Judge Dredd* - The Roleplaying Game, grasped by Carl Sargent

Informers are everywhere - computers, droids, and monitoring devices are constantly alerting Judges to crimes they don't witness for themselves. Smart Judges know that information about crime is always at a premium and many of them are smart enough to have pet narks. The really smart ones, though, are the ones who have Informers as well. The distinction is this: narks, classically, are perps who remain in criminal organisations and the underworld and volunteer regular information in return for having certain crimes not brought to book. Informers are citizens without a past, or a dead (or with a trivial one), who are not part of even a minor perp group, but who volunteer information for one of a variety of reasons to be explored. They may be one-off, sporadic or possibly regular sources of information about crime. There are three major advantages of using Informers in the *Judge Dredd* game: their role in forestalling crime, feeding Judges impressionistic or partial clues which heighten the detective-story element of JD gaming, and enhanced role-playing. Many questions now arise. How do informers establish contact with Judges? Why do they do this? What information can they supply? Why is it worth a Judge's time dealing with them?

It's the duty of citizens to volunteer information on crime to the authorities, of course, but the classic "I don't want to get involved" attitude is sadly prevalent amongst citizens. So avid-advertised rewards for such information might be a regular activity for judicial authority; money is an obvious lure for informers. Informers attracted in this way, though, will probably be one-off information sources and they won't change game-playing in *JD* since the information will be filtered to Judges through central systems.

"Oppressed" informers are another matter. These are innocent citizens subjected to some indignity or minor criminal activity who want to get their own back but who don't want to go the whole hog to vigilante status. As an example, in my own Brit-Cit campaign there has recently been a craze for pork-throwing ('porg' is an acronym for 'Persons Of Regretted Growth', ie. dwarves; the Juves aren't too fussy about this on weekends, however, and anyone under about 5'3" is fair game). Not surprisingly the porg population has become deeply resentful, but they have not organized because they don't want their porgliness to become a publicly recognised and derided feature. What has happened is that individual porgs and small porg groups (sorry about that) spy on the Juves who initiated and perpetuated the craze, reporting any Juve misdemeanours to the authorities. Law-
abiding porgs who would previously have kept out of any judicial involvement have been beset by becoming informers. Since this activity was restricted to the Ron Atkinson Block, the local Judges being associated with the porgs more information was given direct to local Judges on patrol that would be true for reward-ridden informers. And Judges had to work at keeping these informers useful. After a while, pog-throwing was criminalised and the juves moved onto the new craze for brown-outs (I will notully these pages with a description of this activity). Porgs mostly drifted back to their normal activities but one or two were coaxed into continuing their useful activities by Judges who had taken the time to befriend them and made efforts to suppress pog-throwing by hassling the juves responsible for it.

A related species in the ‘grudge’ informer, who wants to get his own back on an individual or group for personal reasons; eg, a minion worker in a service industry hates his boss for stealing his girlfriend and is only too happy to inform on him when he discovers (or even suspects) that the boss is skimming credits somewhere. Such informers may prefer an approach to a Judge rather than to impersonal ‘authorities’, maybe hoping for a little attentive listening or even sympathy before the Judges gets to work.

The fourth type of informer is one the Judge finds, rather than one who comes to him: the ‘trivial offender’. A Judge may make an arrest for some trivial crime and find that the citizen may have some useful ability, exceptional skill, or information which could make him a useful informer in return for sentencing being suspended. How might this happen?

The first possibility is that the citizen has, and offers, some useful information to the Judge. This isn’t likely; the citizen may fear, if he has such information, that trying to bargain with it may attract a second sentence for withholding evidence (very serious too). The citizen may be too scared — we’re considering trivial offenders here — and meekly take the rap for littering, joy-riding, or conspiring to urinate in a public place (an increasingly prevalent offence in Ron Atkinson Block, I’m afraid). Likewise, if the porg has some exceptional skill score or even special ability which could make him useful he’s unlikely to have the nerve and presence of mind to suggest this to the Judge. How to get around these problems? I’ll suggest some possibilities.

The first concerns good role-playing of Judges in the JD game; Judges don’t have to be objects of fear for ordinary citizens and their idiosyncrasies can be exploited in exchanges with citizens to set up potential informer encounters. An example, aspiring Judge Dremmler has a reputation for being lenient on first-offence juves involved in trivial crime. His belief is that heavy sentences on such juves simply increase recidivism and breed a new generation of Molls. Yet he is no soft touch; he is also known for bringing down the full weight of law on second-offence juves who have had lenient treatment from him first-time around. An apprehended local first-offence juve, knowing this reputation, may be more ready to talk to Judge Dremmler and offer information or willingness to act as an informer than would otherwise be the case.

Second, a Judge may be able to detect that the citizen is unusual in some way which could make him a useful informer. In some cases, simple observation of what a perp’s done or where he is arrested (“How did a punk like you get in here?” “That’s...”) might do the trick. A high TS might be given away in such a manner. More generally, mere observations of the perp and interogation might give away an exceptional skill score or a special ability. I’ll suggest an optional rule here for GM’s who like numbers: a Judge who recognises an exceptional skill score (usually this means above 30 for an ordinary citizen) by using a percent roll against the average of the Judge’s and citizen’s scores for that ability (so that Judge Dremmler, with an SS of 64, has a 54% chance of detecting that the juve he’s interrogating is exceptionally street-suss, since the juve has an SS of 44 and the average of 64 and 44 is 54). Or, a straight roll against PS or (some fraction of) SS on the Judge’s part might be allowed to permit recognition of an exceptional quality in a citizen. But almost any kind of conversation or interrogation should add a modifier to this; the GM should decide for himself.

As an example, Judge Dremmler is about to arrest a juve for joywalking. The juve, who has no record, turns to run but thinks better of it and walks towards the Judge. Dremmler, having seen the juve about to run initially, leaps from his bike. The juve, coming to his feet, decides to get in a bit of toadying to facilitate leniency. “Hey, Judge, ain’t no point running from you, you’re fast man. The way you leap off that bike ain’t easy to do.” “Yeah, what would you know about it? Punks don’t ride Lawmawsters. Unless...” “Drak! No, Judge, not that, I’m sure...” It emerges in conversation, while Judge Dremmler is checking ID and comparing with the Brit equivalent of MAC that he does have a first-offence case on his hands, that the juve is a keen power-boarding fan (frowned on but not actually illegal — yet). His high DS and TS are given away in this exchange. The juve knows about autos and bikes, and people involved in them, and Judge Dremmler gets rather interested in all this... So even simple arrests can give Judges the chance to encounter possibly useful informers. A really shrewd Judge could go one better and check the information on MAC or Barney (or equivalents) for citizens in the same or similar areas who patrol, collating information on all those who have some special abilities of some kind or work in some capacity which could make them useful to him. A network of local informers could be built up from such a base.

Clearly, then, there are several sources of informers. Two questions now arise. First, are they useful? That’s the Judge’s decision. A citizen with exceptional SS (one with a PS over 40 will surely be tagged by central authorities — or ought to be), or a special ability such as Use Data is always likely to be useful. Anyone who works in a location where he can unobtrusively observe many other citizens may fall into the same category. A citizen with high DS alone might not be much use. Judges, decide for yourselves. It’s likely that in any case Judges will continually re-evaluate the usefulness of their informers as a function of the accuracy of the information they get from them. The second question, in the case of ‘trivial offender’ perps, is: what crimes can be ‘overlooked’ in return for information and willingness to act as an informer? The GM will have to help players here, since official rules from central authority would exist to cover such matters (this problem is much worse with narks, of course, and the GM must devise his own rules — the JD rulebooks give no help on this one).

There is then the matter of whether a citizen is prepared to act as an informer in the case of the “trivial offender” — a base chance could be one-half of the Judge’s SS score, again modified, but again modify as appropriate. After all, in a high unemployment society where people want jobs a criminal record is the kiss of death, so an employed perp might be 100% willing to act as an informer in return for getting a ‘suspended sentence’. And what kind of deal can be struck? A Judge can’t expect a lifetime of informer service in return for a single littering offence being overlook-ed, for example. Finally, there’s the question of how many informers can be paid, which is again the GM’s decision.

Very well. Just what, in game terms, is worthwhile about informers? Judges are up to their anti-flash visors in crime anyway, so why take the time and trouble to make sure you have an informer or two on every block? What do they add to the game?

First, the informer comes into his own, uniquely, in the area of crime prevention, by feeding Judges information varying from the precise to the vague. An example: one of Judge Reid’s informers is a
ensure that it will need a smart Judge to turn it into something useful. For example, a citizen is killed in his hab close to that occupied by one of Judge Reid’s informers. This citizen was suspected of indirect involvement in body-sharking but nothing even remotely concrete. In the way of evidence could be pinned on him. While the forensic boys go over the hab, Reid talks to his informer, two interesting things transpire. First, the informer had been receiving late-night calls on Thursdays regularly in the last few weeks. Two men (the informer didn’t see them, but can describe their height, general appearance, etc) usually called. Second, the informer — who was quickly on the scene of the crime after the corpse was discovered — noticed a strange scent in the hab, an acidic, almost visceral scent.

Judge Reid needs to be smart here. If he gets his informer to enter the hab now, he will learn that the scent has gone (which is why the forensic boys won’t trace it). Further, he will need to arrange for the forensic boys to work with his informer in tracing the scent (it is actually a derivative of adrenochrome, a drug with some highly interesting effects which is best prepared in a pure state from fresh human adrenal glands). This should suggest to him that the link with body-sharking was more than rumour. Now, what of the Thursday visitors? Reid runs computer checks on all organisations known to meet in the general area on Thursdays, and learns nothing of interest. Then he kicks himself as he remembers the botched case a few months back, where the vicious Brunton gang’s protection racket slipped through his fingers. They always collected in this Block at this time. Are they back? But how come the ostensible body-sharker was linked with a protection racket?

Enough said, I hope. It should be clear that the observations of informers can be very valuable to Judges. But the third important niche for informers in the JD game is in enhancing roleplaying. Informers can give Judges/players a better feeling of being in touch with the pulse of the city, even (maybe especially) when dispensing impressionistic information. When two or three of a Judge’s informers tell him that tension is rising in neighbouring blocks, the Judge may get a whiff of incipient Block War, and that’s worth knowing about (time to put more synthi-trank in the rain and water supplies). And informers are neither other Judges nor perps; Judges may have to be less formal with their informers than they often are with other characters they deal with. With informers, the Judge may need to (pretend to be an attentive, even sympathetic, listener to a citizen who may be anxious, scared, or simply miserable for mundane personal reasons (as virtually everyone in Mega-City One or Brit-Cit is, of course). Judges don’t have to be like this, of course; players may be happier role-playing a Judge like Old Stoney Face, but other times for a little more flexibility in determining their Judge’s personality and character. Some Judges might even become slightly friendly with especially valued and trusted informers, or even on very rare occasions take a cup of synthi-synthi with them, whilst retaining the respect for the Law which is so essential. Very street-cool Judges, or the unconventional Psi-Judge, would have no worries about this kind of behaviour. And there’s always the Wally Squad, of course...

Which brings me to the penultimate point. There are alternatives to using informers in the roles I’ve noted for them, but they’re not satisfactory. Certainly, the Wally Squad can find out some of the things informers can (but not things related to the vocation of the informer in many cases), but using them feeds Judges with information rather than making them work for, and on, that information. And narks are no alternative at all. True, narks may be more regular purveyors of high-grade information than informers, but they have many disadvantages. First, they’re much more difficult to recruit (one needs the special ability of Judge’s Nark and even then the chances are slim). Second, they’re a lot more expensive (Max Normal, at least, has been known to get paid in tens of thousands of credits at a time and there’s no way informers are anywhere near that expensive). Third, you can have many more informers than you can narks — for obvious reasons. Fourth, informers can obtain information far less &consiously than narks, not least because the people they’re observing are less likely to be alerted to, or by, them, and they’re not suspicious anyway — just regular citizens. Fifth, narks can be very dangerous. More than one Judge has walked to his death into a lethal trap or blitzer welcoming committee organised by a nark who has become hostile or embittered for some reason. Even worse is the hazard of the ‘planted nark’, who is useful (initially) to the Judge precisely because his aim is to lure the Judge into a death-trap. Finally, informers can often give their information to Judges a lot more easily and freely than narks can, by simply talking on the street or using regular communication channels.

Informers really do add something to the JD game — purveyors of tantalizing hints and clues, characters in their own right, stimulating better detective-work and role-playing by players. There is only one final word of caution. Some Judges have found that their most trusted informers are sometimes ‘snatched’ from them by higher authority, leaving them nonplussed and a bit sp**ked. So be careful, Judge; one of those ordinary-looking citizen bystanders observing your actions as you apprehend the latest rotten punk just might be an informer of a very special sort. One of the SJS’s people...
The five pictures above were the winning entries in the Beauty & The Beast competition from WD76, as judged by Chris Achilleos. The winners have been sent a copy of Chris’ new book, Sirens, and a few other goodies from the Games Workshop Generosity matchbox. Congratulations to them all.
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Telephone (0865) 721348

Please mention White Dwarf when replying to advertisements.
EXPLOR STRANG
NEW WORLDS...

STAR TREK: THE ENTERPRISE® ENCOUNTER

A strategic board game of the action-packed Enterprise
 encounters from the Star Trek: The Next Generation TV
 series. Ideal for 2 to 4 players. Includes one 22" x 17"
 board, a 12-page scenario book, starship and alien
 counter pieces, and rules. £16.95

STAR TREK: THE ADVENTURE GAME

A solitaire and two-player game of action and adventure
 in the Star Trek universe. The Enterprise is a space
 station and you must defend it from the attacks of alien
 races. £16.95

STAR TREK III

Three solitaire games in one!

- The KOBAYASHI MARU: Take Starfleet Academy's
  most demanding test. Only Cadet James T. Kirk has
  beaten the test – and he cheated.
- THE SHERWOOD SYNDROME: A renegade Federation
  sociologist has set up his own kingdom on a medieval
  world. The crew of the Enterprise must stop him –
  without using advanced technology.
- FREE ENTERPRISE: Lime-green frofbobies or apricot
  snout-silks – which would you buy? The trade-mad
  Glisto, a wealthy and advanced race, will join the
  culture that provides the right answer. Can you
  out-trade the Klingons?

INCLUDES: one 22" by 17" map, two 11" by 17"
 maps, two 12-page rules books, one 8-page rules
 book, 400 full-colour playing pieces, one
decimal die, and a counter tray.

Available from all good game
 shops, or order direct. £16.95

GAMES WORKSHOP
WEST END GAMES

FOR ACCESS & VISA ORDERS RING THE MAIL-ORDER HOTLINES ON (0773)769522/760462
From Joe Dever author of the award-winning Lone Wolf adventures comes a major new development in gamebook design

COMBAT HEROES
ACTION-PACKED
ADVENTURE GAMEBOOKS
FOR 1 or 2 PLAYERS

Example of the Combat Heroes two-player game. View represents what the player is seeing at every stage of play.

CAN BE PLAYED SOLO OR WITH TWO PLAYERS
A DIFFERENT SOLO ADVENTURE IN EACH BOOK
SIMPLE NO-DICE
COMBAT AND MOVEMENT SYSTEM
EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR PLAY INCLUDED IN EACH BOOK
FROM THE BEST SOLO GAMEBOOK OF THE YEAR AUTHOR
CAN BE PLAYED ANYWHERE AND ANYTIME
EVERY MOVE ILLUSTRATED - OVER 270 PICTURE VIEWS
INFINITE MOVE POSSIBILITY - NO TWO GAMES EVER IDENTICAL
PLAYER HAS COMPLETE CONTROL OVER HIS CHARACTER

CHOOSE YOUR MOVE - CALL YOUR NUMBER - CHECK YOUR PAGE
At every stage of the game, you are in total control. The COMBAT HEROES picture view system is an innovative step forward in gamebook design. The simple movement and combat rules are easy to learn, ensuring a fast-paced adventure every time you play - either alone or with a friend.
Features such as Ambush, Missile Fire, Hiding, Critical Wounds and Campaign Play add realism to the excitement of the deadly duel as you strive to attain the rank of Combat Hero.

ONLY £2.25 EACH
From all good bookshops and distributors NOW!
Citadel Miniatures proudly present the Skeleton Horde - a boxed set from the makers of Psychostyrene Dwarves and Drastik Plastik Orcs.

The boxed set contains six sprues with enough body parts to make up 24 superbly detailed 25mm skeleton figures, complete with shields and bases. A range of body positions, heads, arms and shields allows almost endless variations. We believe that the box price of £3.95 represents the best value available on the hobby miniatures market today.

None can tell how they came to be, or in what foul tomb they were first created. Some claim that they were once a human army from a distant land, whose mission of slaughter and conquest continues beyond death. Others maintain that they were created by a powerful necromancer, but turned on him and are now their own masters. What is certain, however, is that nothing can stop them. The living can only flee before their advance - for how can an army be destroyed which is already dead?

So they march on, growing stronger with every mile. At every graveyard, every ancient battlefield, every roadside gibbet their numbers increase as the dead of ages pass. Answer this unnatural call to arms. And Death marches with them - no living thing survives their passage, and the country is black and blighted, lashed by dark, driving rain from a tomb-black sky.

Fighting Characteristics: Personal Characteristics: M WS BS S I W I A Ld Int Cl WP
42 2 3 3 1 2 1 5 5 5 5

Special Rules: Immune to all psychology tests. Cannot be routed. Cause fear in living creatures. Subject to instability. The Skeleton Horde is composed mainly of normal skeletons with the profile and rules listed above, but includes a number of skeleton champions and heroes, who act as controllers. Their profiles can be found in the Warhammer Battle Bestiary.

The Skeleton Horde casts a permanent aura which is equivalent to the level 3 Necromantic spell Raise Dead (see Warhammer: Vol. 2), causing their numbers to increase according to the spell effect at every place of burial they pass.

Available from good Games Shops or in case of difficulty please contact: Games Workshop, Chawton Street, Hill Top, Eastwood, Nottingham, NG16 3HY

U.S. customers contact Games Workshop U.S., 9920 Route 108, Columbia, MD 21045, U.S.A.

For access & Visa orders ring the Mail-Order Hotlines on (0773) 769822/760462.
THE BEST
Super Hero Role-Playing Game
JUST GOT EVEN BETTER!

The MARVEL SUPER HEROES™ ADVANCED SET is not a new game.

It is not a "second edition".

It doesn't need to be.

It does have new heroes, new powers, a new character generation system, new combat options, a new Universal table, new campaign rules and...

...more of what you expect and want from the best heroic role-playing game available.

Which means a complete expansion of all the great ideas that make the MARVEL SUPER HEROES game so good — there's more than twice as much in this set than in the Basic package.

But then, did you expect any less from TSR?

Available from better games and hobby shops or, in case of difficulty, contact:

TSR UK Limited
The Mill
Rathmore Road
CAMBRIDGE, CB1 4AD
United Kingdom

TSR Inc
POB 756
Lake Geneva
WISCONSIN
WI 53147, USA

MARVEL SUPER HEROES is a trademark of Marvel Comics, a division of Cadence Industries. ©1986 TSR UK Limited.